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Introduction

When I Was growing up in Westchester County, NY,
we all knew the University of N6tre Dame:Why?.Becausg
of 'Chute Rockne and his famous football team and
because every year 'they caw to Yankee Stadium and
(hopefully!) defeated the Army. In the spring of 1985,
everybody in the United States seemed to know
Villanova, Georgetown, and St. John's as they battled for
the NCAA balketball championshipapart from
Meniphis State, the tournament seemed to be a "Catholic"
thing! I am sure you were as happy as I that the an-
nouncers referred time and time again to our institutions
excellent record in graduating their student athletes.

I love sports and (believe itior pot!) played both foot-
ball and basketball, but I do find *Self wishing that our
Catholic colleges and universities rated media attention/
for some of the other excellent things we do. So may of
our 235 institutions seem to fall into the category of
"invisible" ,colleges despite the solid academic curricula
they have and the innovative'programs which they spon-
sor for both traditional and non-traditional students. So
few of the members of prestigious national committees\--
seem to -come from our constituency, and this in

.
turn

seems to affect the "models" selected for study in national
reports.

Yet, here in ate office of ACCU, we read of the first
U.S. faculty member asked to set up an ;engineering pro-
gram in China, a highly successful program for educating
the children of migrant workers right on up to law
school, a curriculum structured on "Valuing", a tyro-year
college with a strong orientation toward the local urban
community, and several inter-university cooperative
research projects. How many of these are spotlighted in
the national press? Perhaps we need to be a bit more
aggressive in publicizing the good things we are doing.

In this edition of Current Issues we try to do that. First
of all, the papers delivered at the Annual Meeting in
January 1985 are published here since so many of those at
the sessions asked for copies of them. In addition, we
have two articles, one by Dean William J. Parente on the
Catholicity of our institutions and the other by Joseph
Cardinal Bemardin calling students to a commitment.
that reaches fax beyond sports or even daily college
classes. Both suggest that the quality of environment in
our Catholic colleges and universities may well be seen as
"value added."

In accepting the Hesburgh Award at the Annual
Meeting, Father Paul Reinert, SJ, reminded us/of the
trernendods progress made in the past twenty -five years,
redesigning many of, our governance structures and reaf-
firming our ,mids ion while entering more fully into the

mainstream of higher education. The growth and im-
prove_ rnent in many of our institutions have -been remark-
able; the tough questions of viability and strength for the
future remain with us.-
. Key to a strong future for Catholic higher education is
the full participation of the laity. Professor David ,

O'Brien considered this in his keynote address, and-gave
us plenty to cheer. about when he recalled the dedication
of so many of our lay faculty and administrators, as well
as much to ponder soberly and critically if we are to
utilize fully the resources of talent available to us. By '
enlightening us as to the peculiarly American character of
our experience as Catholics, Dr. O'Brien impressed us `
with-the strengthspf our-heritage as well,as challenged us
to a realistic appraisal of our future.

The quality of Catholic higher education will depend
in the future, as -in thee past, not only on dedicated ands--',
scholarly faculty but also on the students kvho come to
our campuses. A presentation on the Catholic high
-school student of today by Michael Qierra, Executive
Director of the NCEA Secondary bepartment, and a
review of a study done on adult education programs by
Mary Daniel CYKeeffe, OP, helped,us to look critically at
the data presented-by Elaine El-kliawas, Vice President
for Policy Analysis and Research of ACE, tinder the title
of "Demographics of the Decade." All in all; these very
positive studies help us appreciate the diversity of our
student bodies and the need to attend to the specific
expectations of different categories of students now and
in the future.

ACCU has just established a Task Farce on ThelFutgre
of Catholic Higher Education, under the l4dership of,
Catherine- McNamee, CSf. We need to uncover the kind
of information about our colleges and universities that
will help us develop a sense of collaborative planning and
discuss some strategies for strengthening our educational
impact on American society. Members of ACCU will be
hearing more about the work of this task foiCe as it
proceeds.

Yes, we de have a lot going on besides basketball. Bgt
we need to find a way of capturing people's imaginations
with what we are doing academically and in teams of our
religious tradition. What are we doing to energize
scholars? How are we supporting them? Where is the
focus on the wealth of artistic talent on so many of .our
campuses? Have we some lights hidden under bushel
baskets? Let us, put them on the lampstand. Only they
can create a meaningful context for basketball!

5
.

Alice Gallin; OSU
Executive Director, ACCU'
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artnership in a.New Key*

David J: O'Brien

"My father's hogs, e was full of priests."' So begins Mary
Gordon's wonderful novel Final Payments. You, the
members of the Association of Catholic College and
Universities,. might well be saying "my house is full of
historians." Lalt year you honored John Tracy Ellis and
listened to James flenneser, every year you converse
with Alice Gallini and now, this sear, you have me. Bad
enough that many of you, high in -various administra-
tions, come from your office each day and, like the Presi--
dent of Fordham, face. a corridor lined with the frowning
portraits of your .dead predecessors. Now you come to
IN,ashington to be reminded once again of that haunting
_feeling you get as you walk amid the spectres of past
presidents back home.

It may be more than a feeling. I have aiitied for a long
time that the combination of social changes within the
Catholic community, shifts in American culture, and ec-
clesial changes resulting from the Second Vatican Council
hit us American Catholics all at once in the 1960s, leaving
us with that peculiar sense of the "disinte7ation", which"
historian Philip Gleason has described so well.2 Many, of
us felt like the heroine of Mary Gordon's story, who with
her father gone and the priests departed to their rectories,
d d t e would have "to invent a liferfor myself."
In nd that tamed out ,to be harder than she had ex-

. pected. n a similar wayrTkoma5 O'Dea once noted that
for Catholic intellectuals the 1960s brought an emancipa-
tion so dramatic that they set off a bit wildly in many
directions; at the time of his death they had not yet sound
their way back to a Fesponsible relationship with their
church and 'their peOple.3 Catholic higher education, I
think, has undergone' a similar experience. The
documents of the 1950s and'1960s,,even the Most formal,
give evidence, of a struggle, ultimately successful, to
establish the autonomy of the university from direct ec-
clesiastical control. When the universities and colleges
seemed determined to stand on their own ground, vindi-
cate academic freedom, and, like so .many' ordinary
Catholics, claim the right to decide for themselves the
terms of their new relationship-with the church. For the

Dr. O'Brien 1' Associate Professor of Histor y ,at The Col-
lege of the Holy Cross. .

*Keynote address, Annual Meeting of the Association of
Catholic Colleges and Llukersities, January 29, 1985.

rest of us Andrew Greeley calls it "dolt yourself Catholi-
cism", a term. I think, that could adequately describe
what the "Catholic" in Catholic higl{er education had',
tended to become. Yet here as elsewhere, it has turned out
to be more complicated than we had expected, evident in
that feeling you get in the corridor, but evident as Well in
the concern in this organization, and'irt so many schools
in recent 'years, with questions of mission, purpose and
Catholicity..

For one thing there is the question of integrity. Most of
our schools remain- deepbyrooted in the Catholic com-
munity, which supplies most of our students and gives us
a sense of distinctiv,eness, however difficult we find it-to
,,define. Many rernaiundersonielcind of sponsorship by
religious communities, which themselves have undergone
renewal alicl arrived at some new; if troubled, under-
standing of themselves in service to the church 4hd its
mission. Those members who work within or have
responsibility-for the colleget,and universities they spon-
sor, undoubtedlyfeel personal need; to convince tfiem-,
selves that there: s some relationship between the mission
of_theirs religious' community and the goals of their in-
stitution. Sometimes the question is posed directly and in
a very challenging fashion by superiors; or colleaguA at
work in other ministeries,. as is so often the case witbthe
Jesuits, many of whom work in jeopardy in.embattled
parts of the globe.' Sometimes alumni, parents or even
students have expectations about the work that we;do
and ask questions which challenge-our Catholicity; our
answers are not all that clear, our minds not,all that sure.

If the internal need for integrity were not enough, there
is the voice of the organized Church, calling usito some
kind of,account, as in-the new Code of Canon Law and
those troublesome documents from Rome, or inviting us,i,
to share in the work of the church, as it he bishops
recent pastoral letters, including one -on higher educatioe

1Maty Gordon, Final Payments (New York: Ballantine_Books, 1978), p.
1

2Philip Gleason, "In Search of Unity: American Catholic Thought, 1920
-1960", Catholic Historical Review, LXV (April, 1979), 225,

3Thomas O'bea, 'The Role of the Intellectual in the Catholic Tradition,
Daecielus. CI (Spring, 1972), 151-189.

4Dayid O'Bien, "The Jesuits and Higher Education ", Studies in the
Spirituality of Jesuits, XIII (November, 1951), 1-41.
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At least within the American church, I sense that the
of a generation ago for liberation from confining

restrictions for the sake of authentic academic growth
has been met, now there is a felt need to clarify Catholic
identity, and a genuine willingness t?respond to the in-
vitation to collaboration issued by the bishops.-But there
is genuine confusioit abodt how to respond, and Gen
about *hat, after all, this word. "Catholic" means.'

One's first impulse is to exclaim: "welcome to the
club." For those of us wito have no desire to return to the
old "Catholic subculture, getting clear on "the Catholic
thing' has become a-problem, one that is with us to stay.
On way of defining that problem is given by Jesuit`
sociologist John Coleman, who argues that we are caught
between two paradigms, existing in considerable tension
with one another. One is the older image of the clerical,
hierarchical church, in which the priest monopolized all
ministries, institution took precedence over c .nniunity
and mission, and sacraments, especially the Eucharist,
provided the center of Christian life. In recent years a
new paradigm has deyeloped, most rapidly among
religious. professionals but informing many renewal pro-
grams as well. This second paradigm is ce:.tered on that
new Catholic word "ministry" and brings with it ern-.
phasis, on personal autonomy, the equality of all the
thur,ch members, a theology of gifts, a sharing of talents,
and responsibility and a priority of community over in-
stitution. For some time now the widely used but vaguely
,defined word ministry has allowed bottom-up styles of
renewa l to talc"e place, and lay people and women to

1 assume positions of leadership,without, direct confronta-
tion with the hierarchy, on Whom the whole process still
remains dependent. Bishops facing a shortage of, priests
welcome the new workefs, volunteers and professionals,
produced by burgeoning ministry training prograng and
innovative renewal strategies, while reformers use such
vehicles to popularize images of faith and church which
are by no means easily .blended with the patterns of
organization still dominant in the institutions. To take
but one example, Coleman suggests that iii, the older
paradigm of church the priest was all, the laity residual,
left over, while in the ministry model, the pattein is
reversed and it is the priest whose status is rendered
uncertain; thus the crisis of priests identity...5

O I would argue that the ministry paradigm represents
one major expression of Catholicism's adaptation to the
imperatives of pluralism and religious voluntarism.6,

`liana in ,hand with the rise of "ininistry" has come an
evangelical piety with its coals on scripture, personal
conversion, spiritual interiority, Congregationalism, and
personal goodwill as the means by which .religion inserts.

5John Coleman, 'The Future of Ministry", America LXLIV (March 28,
1981), 243-249.

°David O'Brien, "Literacy, Faith and Church: An American Religious
Perspective ", in ,John V. Apczynski, editor,. Foundations of Religious
Literacy, Proceedings of the College Theology Society (Chico, Califor-
nia, 1983), pp. 3-30.

0

itself into the _wider culture. Confirmationpf. this is found
An Robert Bellah's arument that Catholics, now like
other Americans, have less and less of a- sense ,Of
"Church" in the sociological sense; more and pore they

- express ,sectarian and mystical forms of religious organi-
zation.' Similaily. Philip Mumion, probably the best in-
formed person in the country on parish life, has described
the erosion of sacramentality, with its religiciu; reading of
histofical and worldly events and its inclusiveness in
liturgy and parochial organization.i While clearly 'affirm-
ing the main lines of pastoral renewal as contained:in the
ministry paradigm, Murnion. and Bellah worry that
something important is in danger of being lost, some-
thing that has to do with Catholicity. Unlike conservative
Catholics who sead.the signs of the times in ways which
are in some respects similar, they have no desire to turn
the clock back, both for practical and theologica:.easons
and because they fully understand ththistorically condi-
tioned character of much that was identified with
Catholic in the,pre-Vatican II Church. But they, and most
Of us, are nervous about the direction in which we seem
to be moving. In other words, there is reason to doubt
that we are dealing here willbefore and after, as if the in-'
stitutional; hierarchical paradigm is to gradually wither
away before the oncoming tide of evangelical, ministerial
Catholicism. put- it is far from clear how, evangelic'al
Oyles, congregational decentralization, charismatic gifts,
and ,thOrough-going voluntaris'in-are to be wedded to the
one, holy-CathOlic.and.apostolic church. ,

Our situation, on campus is not, much different from
that found in, the church generally'. We Oww- we care
Catholic 1:!ecause, there, are a lot of Catholics aroutid.
Some are men and me men some pre - Vatican' II,

.some post.yatican II; scline like me are still caught in the
b middle. We have devout Catholics and, communal

Catholics, do as yoU're told types, andcdo-it-yourseifers..
Soul% God save the mark,- are even Republicans. No one
is going to mobilize forty, or fifty, million Catholics for
any particular specification of church mission; we are.not
even going to organize the 1500 faMilies in my Urban ,
.parish, and_certainly not all .thelaculty, all the CatifOlic'
faculty, or even a Substantial portion of them, around
inly one project or any one program. What ive,can do
and' should do, in parish, diocese and school, is bring
together as,mahy people as we can to share a sense of
responsibility f..gr the Catholic dimension of the institu-
tion's life and:work, and,make-that as creative, interest-
ing and constructive as possible.

1. There are three ways of doing that, tliat I would like to
diScuSs with you. The first I would call'the sectarian, op-
tion which in'. one form or another is'the most' com-
pelling voice heard in the churclOoday, Avery Dulles .
puts it well:

7Ijobert Bellah, and' Power in America Today", Common.
weal, OX (December 30, 1983), 650-655.

sPhilip Mumion, "A Sacramental Church", America CXLVIII (March
26, 1483), 226-228.



In the prevailing paganism of.themear future (a-future
already in some ways upon us) Christians whci.wiih.to
retain any Brill beliefs or adhere to any( moral norms
will have .toe distance themselves from the dominant
culture. They will probably be,unable forM a new
religious subculture of their own. They will have to be
fiercely loyal to the Gospel, concerned with specifi-
cally religious values, and somewhat withdrawn from
the secular culture. which will goits own way without
Iling greatly influenced by the Church.9

In its most radical form the sectarian option is posed
dramatically by Daniel Berrigan:

The powers of this world, inflated beyond, bearing,
move to bring an end to history; just asthey had pre-
sumed to set history in motion, to move it along, a
mighty current, theempery, of the Great Powers, their
diplomacy, their city trading,' their colonies and
'spheres of influence', their wars, their (truly) gross
production. But in their view, even this was not
enough. PoWer, such-power, moves inevitably; inex-
orably, toward Armaggedon; it must have things
clear, tidy, final, on iteowri terms. Things indeed shall
be made clear..But on entirely different terms. This is
God's promise; we are to. abide by it.

In this drift of the world toward death, can anyone
create a countercurrent? Berrigan asks. Normal social
structures, including churches and their schools, produce
people ready to join-the drift, with few resources to ques-
tion where it is leading. Indeed, they "channel people into
that in many cases in order to speed it up."1°

This tone even finds its way into the pastoral letter on
nuclear weapons. In a passage that stands in sharp con-
trast to the overall direction of the letter, the tgshops
write:

It is clear today, perhaps more than in previous
generations. that convinced Christians are a minority
in nearly-every country of the worldincluding nom-
inally Christian and Catholic nations...As believers
we can identify rather easily with the early church as a
company of witnesses engaged in a difficult Mission
To obey the call of Jesus means Sepirating ourselves.
from all attachment and affiliation that could prevent
us from hearing and follOwing our authentic vocation.
To set out on theroad ofdiscipleship is to dispose one-
self for a share in the cross. To be a Christian, accord-
ing to the New Testament, is notr simply 'to believe
with one's mind, but .also. to become a doer of the
word, a wayfarer,and witness-to Jesus. This Means, of
course, that we must regard as. nonnal.even thpath
of persecution and the possibility vf maityrdorit. We
readily recognize that we live in a world that is becoin-
Mg increasingly estranged from Christian values. In
ordento remain athristian, one-mustttalce a resolute
stand against Many commonly accepted axioms of the
world. To become true disciples, we must undergo a
demanding course of indiction into the adult Chris-
tian community. We must continually equip ourstiVcs

9Avery Dulles, ." The Situation of the Church, 197er; See also
Thltilcing leOver", Wilson Quarterly, (Autumn, M), p, 131 and
Dulles' contribution to Peter L. Berger and Richard L. Neuhaus, editors,
Against the\World; For the World (Gard& City, 1976), ..

I9Daniel Berrigan, The Mghtrnine of God (Poniand, Oreipn',
Sunburst

Pries, 1963), pp. -12-0, 71-n.

to profess thefult.faith of the church in an increasingly
''secularized society.

. .

By this option-the nuclear pastoratis a compromise of
a church on the way fromlust-war to pacifism. It informs
an ethical discourse-which stresses exemption, as in con-
scientiOus objection, provision for rejecting immoral
orders in -military manuals, and possibly refusing
employment in- the manufacture of nuclear hardware. In
our religious reflection, the most important thing for
-Christians-to know about the - world -is its worldliness, the
most important judgements to Make about the.,World,are
negative, perhaps prophetic, the mint- important.actiort
to take is to-climb off and-return to church; perhaps a
.church of resistance, perhaps a church of the poor,
understood in fundamentalist Biblical-terms, More likely
to a chuiCh of softerfonns of "concern", where themost
commonly hearciphraieis "ain't it awful?" While this sec-
tarian option -is heard" most malty from the left, if in-
forms- as well' the position of -Many .conservatives who
argue that the 'post-Vatican II Church has adapted too
rapidly and completely .to secular society and thaf..;,we

A, should reconstruct-a tightly-defined religious subculture;
sharply separated from the world, where we, can uphold
orthodox Catholic doctrine againsfihe corrosive effects
of moderttitY. From left-to right,,from Daniel Berrigan to
Ralph- Martin, to James Hitchcock, the direction is clear:
we should-recognize-how- wOrklb, we have become, eon-

_frozit the disastrous direction -history is following, and
retunvto the Community of authentic disciples.

If these are the-terms -of Catholicity, then -we'in h'
education are part of the problemnot part of Ithesolu
tion. Our joke that our institutions were finishing,

'Schools for real- estate agents and -insurance salesmen no
- longer seems at all funny. Our history from this point .of

view his indeed been one of feeclingpeople into secular
society; novekwe are-so cloSely'bOundlo it by acatlemic,
professionalisM, by _Jay boards Of irii-tes, by pluralism 1116
and toleration, and -b,our, schools, of business,and -the

lelprofessions,,that -,,we can -nbt -- ntangle . ourselves , if we
wished, 1.1table, to, cOmmirour stitutions- to , resistance,
to golattorkor to the poor, we'Can,onlyProvidea hospit-
abli environment 4or communities so cdnunite4 =din-
surelhat -students' have access , to the rOptureC and the
social teaching of thethurch-so that-they(inight 'develop a
degree Ofcritifal consciousness. 'like the larger institu-
tional ciwich,we are irretralyably'corititiomised; but
can prov& an instituiitinal- 'shelter, 2 cultural enclaVe,
where4te'inew Church-of prophetic:power cartbe formed
an nurtured. The sp'onsoring religious,comniunity, in
particular, can and-should be a signal contradiction; the
laity, ,especially the lay faCuliy, can be partners- only if
they abandon or radically modify 'their worldliness,
especially their concerns witjt,professionalism, expert*,
and success. This option, surely informs the spirit of much
of what we call education for justice and peace, so often

. t

,

"The-Challenge
Catholic \Mph:vs

8

Peace, (Wallington, D.C.; National Conference of
903), paragraphs 276-277.
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grounded' in. scripture and, by -its explicitly ChriStian
language, cut off from departments andisciplines, even
froth theology and religious studies, and thuS from-most,
teaching and research: -It directs the students towards a
critical stance, invites them to. total,commitment, if only
for_a-time, and encourages an atmosphere in which nor-
mal careers are at best compromises and at worst corn
plicity with the rush of the world toward death.0

It is-all understandable, and, when honestly teld even
admirable. The lover of justice and the good:person con-
cerned about peace, ThornasIvIerton once noted, quoting
Plato, is often tempted "to remain quietly at his own
work, like a traveller caught in a storm who retreats
behind a wall to shelter from the.driving gusts of hail and
dust. Seeing the rest of the world full on iniquity he will
Ix content to keep his own life on earth untainted by
Wickedness and: impious actions, so that he may leave
this world With a fair hope of the next, at peace with him-
self and with God." Even.good people, consented people,
Mertonbelieved, betray sucho"a world denying and in-
dividualistic asceticism" which sees war and injustice as
both inevitable and intolerable, as intolerable as the cor-
rupt society which they embody and which must be re-
nounced. For Merton this response, while understand-
able, was profoundly anti-human. ",We must judge and
decide not only A individuals, preserving for ourselves
the luxury of a clean conscience', Merton wrote, "but *
also as members' at society, taking up a common burden
and responsibility." It is all too easy to retire' to ivory
tower of private spirituality, andJet the world blow itself
to pieces. Such a decision would be immoral, an admis-
sion of defeat. it would itnily a "secret complicity with
the overt destructive fury of the fanatics." Those who'
would ,choose peace, Merton insisted, must, like Pope
John XXIII, discover in their faith anew optimism about
the possibilities buried in the world and itspeople. "Pope
John's optimism was something new in Christian-history"
Merton argued, 'because he expressed the unequivocal
hope that a world of ordinary men and women, amorld
in which many are not Christians or even believers, in
God, might still be a world of peace if people woulddeal
with one another on-the basis-of their God given reason

X'4. and with tespect for their inalienable human rights."u
II. The second option could be called comfortable

denominationalism. Advocates of this position perceive
the same Americanization and secularization which sot
disturb the sectarians, but they are less disturbed,
Andrew Greeley is probably the best representative of
this position. For Greeley the process of Americanization
can be documented in terms of income and statutand
finds it premiere expression in the 'communal Catholic,
now qiiite at-home in his or; her American world. Like all

r

i2David %O'Brien, "Education for Juiticr, Concern, Commitment and
Career', Current Issues in Catholic Higher Education. V (Winter, 1985),
23-30.,

13Thorntv Merton, The Nonviolent Alternative, ed. by Gordon C. Zahn
(New York: Ferrar, Straus, and Giroux, 1980), p, 29, 33, 117, 209."
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-Americans, Catholics remain quite orthodox intheir fun-
damental beliefs and, by comparisonwith other national
groups, quite religious in terms of their relationship with
the transeendant. They often are angry at the church'
pronouncements on matters it pgposedly knows nothing
about, lil<e sex and politics, ari'd its evident determialition-
to deny.women a dignified role. Generally indiffeght to
most of the issues which divide church officials, however,
they retain (more than most suspect) elements of a
Catholic "style." creeley'f optimism rests'in part on hiss
generally benign view= of American society and culture.
Indeed in; his insistence that the thurch's 'problems arise
from iteincornpetent handling of' religion, 'he is not far
from Michael Novak, who protests against oth church
intrusion into secular matters and overtise secular .

disciplines and criteria in theology and demands a'retum
to the common faith of the tr*I. Less optimistic than .

Greeley,. Novak bursts forth at one point in- the debate
about nuclear weapons: "it seems a sin, an outrage, to
divide the Catholic people on strategic considerations.
1-folding to orthodox faith and a profound interiorlife in
these times Are difficult enough." In short, the bishops
should attend to their "field", religion, and leave other
areas of life to thOse competent to deal with them who, if
they. are 9tholi, are, in tpeir "fields", beyond the reach
and outside the jurisdiction-- ofcthe*church. Novak and
Greeley are more than comfortable with at dualism' of
church and society in.which careful adjustment of secular
and religious claims should be adequate to sustain ,a
"special sense" of Catholic identity."

This'pOsition is probably the 'dominant one in Catholic
higher education and reflects our general satisfaction
with American.society and culture, and with' American
academic life. We have segregated religion into the
religions studies .department and ,campus ministry, we
have reducecrthe overt per of the sponsoring religiouS
community, and we have- adapted our programs to the
employ nent,rnarkeiS of -the. American economy. Like the
comfortable denominationalists, we see no reason why
we cannot do-tkese things and rerhainloyal to our tradi-
tions. In our reports we speak of "maintaining" Catholic
identity by insuring that religfoug studies and campus
ministry are strong, by affirmative action hiring for
religious, and, if we can, by insuring some minimal
number of Catholics on the faculty. In those same reports
we move from the passive language of maintenance to
viorous 'talk of pursuing excellence in academic pro-
grams, defining that _excellence bY. prevailing stan-
dards of the- discipline. We struggle wi problems of
general education,' we occasionally have t about
hiring,.tenure or promotion, and we worry about ow to
get Morcand better research front our faculty. B usual-
ly, in th4end, we separafelirofession'al compete o

14Andrei,v Greeley, "Going Their Own Way" New York Times,
Magazine, October 10, 1982; The Communal Catholic (sew York:
Seabury Press, 15070); MiChael Novak, Confessions-of a. Cath.olic (San
Francisco: Harper and Row, 19831. .
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religious faith, we accept the dominati f acadernic
culture by specialized disciplines and of education 1;57 the -
departments, and We treat religion as a- private matter. . ,
Naturally enough *e tend to do all this even more The bishops take an even more pr3nounced stand in
energetically' when challenged by -the- moralism and right-) y favor of worldly engagement in the economics pastoral,

eotIsnes.of the new sectarians. recognizing that the new sectarianistris an unwitting ally

lithe laity are the junior partned on campus in the sec- of those -comfortable dendminationalists who deny. the*

tartan option, then the position is reversed in this more church's credentials to speak, on issues, of public signi-

widerread ssatiaria, They vision is one of academic excel- 'ficance and 'would confine the Christian message to
lence; the means is through professional development of church. Both groups, by their sharp separation of the
the- faculty, and the religious,,perticipate in this central church and the yorld, encourage what pastoral calls

work of-the school only by setting,aside their distinctive "a spiritually schizophrenic existence in which our
private lives are Oriented toward Christian discipleship
While Our economic activities are devoid. of the same
values.' Beth positions, Archbishop Rembert Weakland
notes, encourage "ecclesiastical- 'narcissisth" and the-

"tr4rialization of the laity", 'asif thelatter were somehow
"not the church btit some it usual, branch of it.v17

In the nucleaf pastoral the bishops are not consistent in".
this stance for, while insisting on the responsibility to.,
help-shape the policy debate, they offer no compelling
paStoral challenge, instead warning,agaiA;violating con-
science and suggesting the-possibility Of withdrawal frock"
defense work, a strategy- of exemption', But the direction
of both pastorals is clear. There are cultup1,-pol#ical and
religious tasks of great magnitude beforelis; we bar.? to
participate in reshaping the world. Faith and the wisdom
of the Catholic tradition are important; hot because they
distaneeus from the world and enable us to preserve our
Christian integritythough ,a sense of critical distance is
indeed important --but because they proNde construc-
tive resources do enable us to share in addressing.
common "bun= problems and shaping a common

°human destiny.ASuch a positibn is far closer to that of

three yearstbdt it is a precarious'posture, but one I
find more adequate than either total silence within
society or absolute separatiortfrom society.', A

marks as religious. Th4y too will be subject to the criteria
of the disciplines In hiring, promotion and tenure; while
they may have corzside6ble impact on sttidentshecause

-. of-their character, central to which is their religious com-:
mitment, the quality of their,leaching from art institu-
tional poisni of view will be judged by `criteria other than
religion, pr even any distinctively Catholic or Christian
'values. Their unique and distinctive role on campus lies
elsewhere, in "Maintaining" Catholic i4entity,by offering
religious and pastoral services and peLhaps filling highly
visible administrative roles, where their_ work will for the
most -part be shaped by bureaucratic'and institutional
considerations. There,is'a partnership/ to be sure, forthe

( religious help to insure a continuing floW of Catholic
studes and the support of their par'ent4 an& fellow
chtircli leadePs while the improving faculty prov.ide
evidence- that the work of the religious is bearing fruit in
an education which leads to successful careers and, to

. some degree, to faithful Catholic identity and practice.
° Comfoitable denominationalism is structured into the

school and, not surprisingly,' characterizes the students
.--. . .

who. come from the school. Privately, in chapel or bn

setting of work, the partnership is 'rarely orte or deep
John XXIII, who read the signs of the times nol -just in
terms of danger but of opPortunity:, the human com-

retreat relationships may grow more intimate, bait in the ;

mutuaLcommitmenr and collaboration, even more rarely, munity, enriched:by the awakening of colonial peoples,

of community and mission. . oppresSed-grohps, and women; could choose between an-

,-, -III. The bishops, I believe, 'are struggling to provide a oihilation and the creation of a single human family.
third, more-challenging and responsible option. To their So:too in daudivi .et Spes the Council Fathers set
credjt, the bishops recognize but reject sectarianism. forth a vision of optimsm and identity-with the deepest

Caordinal Bemardirt has made clear that they respected hopes and aspirations of the huinan comitgunity. As they

those whose judgement it is_that the-nuclear reality had looked upon-the church and the modemoororld,,they in-

reached such Proportions that it requires The church to , sitfd that. "thii community realizes it is truly and''' in-,
renounce all agencies and institutions associated with it, tirfiately linked with mankind and ifs .history.' "Nothing

but they chose a different "path:

Historically, the moral issues of warand peace have
, spilled overinto,eccle,ibloes,y;today.thicosinic &men-

siowf the nutkar question have moved rparirti,say
thaf-the Christian posture cats only ge one a separa-.
tionperso_nally, vocationally and eqlesiallyfrorn:
the societal e,nteiprise of possessing. nuclear weSpolns. -

' Despite the radical moral skept` of, the pastoral , '
letter about, ever 'containing t use nuclear
weapons within justifiable limits, } 'bishops were not
persuaded that thisudgemerit should lead to an ec-

,clesial: posture of withdrawal, from dialogue or par-
ticipation in the public-life of the nation.itather, in ac-
Card with the traditional Catholic coryePtion, they af-
firmed a posture of dialogue with the pluralistic
secular world. 't ain 1he first to sayafter the past

gequinely 'human fails to raise an 'echo" in the hearts of
Catholics, they wrOte, for they belong to a c.hurch which

-
gazesP,uponothis world .which is the theatre of man's
history, and carrying the marks of,,his energy,' his
'tragedies and his triumphs...created and sustained by
itsvaker's rave.

Yoly

fipieph Cardinal Demardin, "Church
Origins, XIII (Februay 2,1964), 567.

164tkolic Social Teaching and the United Stattk Economy (Drat t),
(Washington, DC: National Conference of Catholic Bishops, 19$4),
Pa Ph 036.

17 bbleop Bombed Weakland, 'Where Does the Economics Pastoral
Stand?", Origins, XIII (April 26, 1984), 758.
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They insisted that Christians A. r..`citizens of two cities")
obliged "to measure,up',' to their professional and civic
responsitdlities. .4...ten when speaking of the "hour ok-.,
supreme criOs:1-btoight about by the threat of war, the 1

Cotincil,sa* it as a' crisis of the "human' family's...
-a-dVance toward maturity" and immediately Went on to '
place the nuclear peril in thecontext of a mov,ement of
the human race. toward unity and fulfillment:

Moving gradually togethei, and everywhere more
conscious of its oneness, this family cannot ac=
complish its task of_ constructing for all men
everywhere a world more human unless
each person devotes himself ith renewed determine-
non to the reality of peace.'

Thus the task of the_ church was constructive,
simply fritical; it was shared, and not exclusive; and it
volved4 deeper and fuller involvement in the world
rale( shin an ever more .sharply. defined separation from
it. Yet thetvisionof Po -John and the Couniii was,far
from comfortable and c lacent, for it was alert to the
dangers that confronted the human comontnity, and
equally alert to the possibilities that lay , 'before it.
Catholic Christianity was not to-be: marginalized. into.
alienated:Sec-is or colorless pews; it was goodfnews to be
announced in the midst of life, with confidence that the,
world-was already being transformed by the power of,i
living and loving God. Surely if the b6dy -of/the
Athericantpastoral letters,Mean anything they meatiz.that
we have worldly tasks before us. Rejecting and
resistance and accreting 'responsibility` for the human

"future; the peace-pastoral Ileinafili engagement hi the
diffkult work Of Changing the direction of national-
policy, efining poSitive aride.greativa alternatives and
mobilizing political resources- to'-bring them to practice,
and the even friore,awesome tasks-of constructing a new

rninteational order 'lit which dispu es can , be resolved
short of war. The economici- pastoral, unless _it Ss pia&
words, means that we_must find practical and effettive
strategies to create jobs, bring thertioorto full participa-
tion, and build new institutions for coUaboiatkin 'end
planning among all sectors of the nation, while once

.again looking through the international anarchy of inter-
dependence without institutions to the building of a .new,
international.system. AsJohn Paul Ifput it atiliroshItna,
the. building of that new international order is no longer a
vain ideal: brat "a moral imperative, a sacred duty;"w

The pilstoial Infection thisrequires is:cleatest in the
i 4et-onorrucs letter:-

'0
.. sanctity .is the vocation not only of bishop!, priests'

ilitd religious but It is equally the tall of parents,
workers, business people and politicians...This
holiness achieved in the midst of the'world. bah'
letter we have repeatedly pointed out how the deei- .
sions of many economic actors and institutions pro-

line Pastoral Constitution on the Church and the Modem World,
paragraphil, 2, 43. 77.

.**I9John Paul 11, Address at Hiroshima, F #bruary 15, 1981.

h

foundlyaffecti the lives and well being of millions of
pers4ts. The, onstant effort to shape these ditisions
and institution in ways that enhance human dignity
and reflect tlie andeur and glory of God represents a
Most importan path to holiriess. Men and women in
business, on fOrnis, in factories, in government, in
sci&uific and,tducaticmal institutions and every:field
of laborcan aChieik -nue sanctity when, they respond
to the call of jliscipleship in theimidst of -their work:
The church at, ministry has-a responsibility to
nurture and sustain this resporise.2°

Today, like it r not, we Catholics; with our new -found
tability ani'status, with our presence in ;

of American:life, bear an enormoUs share of
:y for -the outCOme of the American experi-
olics, after all, donot stand on the margins-of

society the United States. Most American Catholics,
while hapi""concerned" about one or another aspect
of A rican sOciety, are quite at 'home init. They do not
live fn monastaries, they are not poor, they are not and
dog not .want to be members 'of an isolated sect or a

olutiohary front1.-Quite the contrary they are general-
/ly.gmteful for their-income, their education, their respec-
..table status, and most of all for the freedom they enjoy.
At their ,,they .recognize that for. them,, unlike their
poor pr ;alienated brothers and sisters, no question of
social morality or public policy is a matter of Catholic
outiiders and non-Catholic ,insiders, us and them On
every issue, froin family life and morality in meklia to
eednonzic justice and nuclear strategy, Catholics and
Catholicism are ilivolved on both sides,.as persons, .as an
institution, Oen -as an ideology. In short, Catholics share
responsibility or what is, however different they might
like it tai be..

iv
shotld.rejecLa sectaefaii, non-political

Christianity not as Catholics or Americans but. as both,
foi- it does not adequately expressour experience or our
..reisponsibility as people who are church members and
citizits all Aonce. We similarly-should reject the amoral
realism of a cOmfortable slenominationalism n'n both
Chritian and American 044., As decent human
beings vie recognize the justice, f granting exemptions to
persons of ecentric lief, but our dissent is not like that,
to be satisfied, by Phavisiort in a manual, alternative sec -'
vice or refusal of immotablyork. We claim thaour posi-
tion is the proper American position and it ,cannot be
marginalized by toleration. If we remain in thelnidst of
li,N it is not-because we haft' made a seconcibist choice
but because we ',lave been called there and believe it is
right fox us to be there. We want no exemption,' but
policies, goals; strategies to-which'we can give our wlible
allegiance, to:wlioseltlfillment we can dedicate our lives.

The Neakland-Bernirdin project suggests one way in
which we in Catholic htgher education can give flesh to .
our language of Catholic identity and provide a.basis for
a- more authentic partnership between religtgus and lay
peponnel.-If I tinderstanthearguMent of these pastoral

security, res
'every sector,
resRonsibit
ment. Ca
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If/Catholic Social Teaching and the United States Eco'nomy, paragraph
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letters, our culture faces problems of armaments and
economics without a clear and compelling Moral consen-'
sus to guide policy making and perSonai live. Catholics
have a responsibility to reflect on these problems in light._
of their faith, form their consciences and participate in
seeking a resolution of them. The step toward seeking
solutions is perilous but unavoidable. As the biihops...put
it in sPeAing of armaments: "Our no to nuclear war, is
unequivocal, but it isiess clear how we translate that no
into personal choices and publis policies that will move
us in a new direction:;21 We believe we have a tradition

: of social and politicatwisdom that enables us to address
these pkoblems in the public forum, for flit faith gives rise
to', moral norms which correspond, witl. thOse\ arising
from a "law written on the human heart'by God. 'That in

..,

turn_yresUpposes that what is good for peopinis good
Christianity and good ChristianitY is good citizenship,

.1
natiqnal and-global.

Living lives orientect in:this direction, toward the solu-
tiotll 9f public problems, requires competence in technical
areas, access to the vehicles through which culture is
formed and decisions made, and skills in influencing all
the institutions of society, politics and economics. Ac-,
cordingly, the church needs its colleges..and universities.
Their specific function is to educate students who will
synthesize faith and knowledge and become agents of
reform, particularly bytmaking a 'fundamental option for
the poor and for peace. They also must do research
_which will bt;ing together the best knowledge we have
with the social teachings of the church. If "the university
is the place where the church, does its thinking," this is the
kind of' thinking the church neegs. The public tasks of the

-church. are cultural before they are directly political. The
claim that there must be a yublic moral conserais runs
against the arguments of tdany philosophers anTCultural
critics who deny the possibility of a common language on
the basis of which to develop common moral norms for
assessing collective action. We must try to overcome such
pessimism and affirm:41cl win acceptance for "key moral
principle's" like human dignity and solidarity by address-,
ing people at the depth of their consciences. Surely this is
what Pope Paul VI meant when he said that the church
seeks "to evangelize man's culture or cultures not in a
purely decorative way, as it were, by applying a thin
Veneer, but in a vital way, in depth and right to the very
roots.' This in turn requires, as the hishops put it, in the
economics letter, an appeal to many sources of analysis
and judgement which are nqt strictly religious or theolog-
ical: "In riding so, we necessarily have to make judge-
ment about philosophical, frameworks, economic
theories and explanations of pariicular.economic prob-
leths." In other words, we live to learn to listen and to
speak inlanguage which invites consensus Sad is consis-
tent with the insights and- demands of faith. This is an
intellectual task of research and education at the inter-

,

section Of faith and Culture; exactly the position that the
CithOlic college or unlitersity-o,ccupiei.

When we realize the scope of the agenda set by the
__social teaching of -the,Church, by the pleas of our sister

chuiches around, the world, and:by the pastoral letters,
we begin to realize that all areas- of knowledge are in-.
volved. Arts and humanitieshave a role in shaping the-
public .consensus, our., way of seeing the world and
making, sense of experience; the social sciences help us
understand how systems work and how they can, be
changed, the physical sciences allow us to understand
nature, the physical universe, and technology, providing
the resourcesneeded to shape% new and different culture
and society. Now if I have this right -it suggests not the
need to slacken but to intensify our drive for academic
excellence, but to do so in a framework which adds
meaning and-direction to knowledge. It requires commit -
merit to the dignity and worth of the human- person; -not
becalise the Church demands it,but because such a com-
miiaaent alone gives- meaning to the-whole enterprise of
educatiOn and research.

In the end, the ability of the Christian university to
malse a, substantial contribution to American ,culture
depends, upon the ability of its Christian participants to
undertake; -the difficult work of providing empowering
and inspiring leadership, initiating and sustaining,conver:
satiou, and awakening:a iiision of the intellectual-life ap-
propriate to the dimensions of the-problems of our age.
Their willingness and-ability to do that depends upon the
character of-their understanding of faith and`thenatiire of
their participatioLin'thechurch. The university problem,
therefore, is an ecclesial problim, its resolution to,a large
extent is-in the hands of those of us, lay.and religious,
who profess to believe that Christianity extends the
horizons of mind and imagination, enriches human -

knowledge, and leads to an authentic wisdom. We have
invested our\lives in that commitment; the time has corm
to make that commitment- public, collective.and seffective

\by renewing Catholic culture by simultaneous_ingage-
ment in the life of our church- and the,,life of oiir par-
ticular college or university. Who -else will make the
church more intelligent; who else wlmake the universi-
ty more responsible and excjting7 IANo, if,not, us?

As we try to respond to this question, there is much
that can be learned from the pastoral experience:Of the
Church. As American Catholicism becomes more volun-
tary and thereforemore evangelical, maintaining a sense
of church and sacrament becOnies problem_ atic.,Yet there
is notturning back, nor should there be. What we haVe
learned is that in this situation, good-leadership is badly
needed_ . the good bishop, and -the good priest is one who
seems to know who he is and why he is in the roles he.
has; he seems to-be a man of faith _who really does care
about other ,people. Such leaders ask questions before
they maim statements, they affirm before -they -correct,
they thalikbefOrethey demand. Theyibuild community
by encouraging-peoplewith common experienceand-iit-
terests -to come together; they maintain orthodOxy by
dialogue with thise groups; they encourage unity by

21Ihe Challenge of Peace, paragtaph134.

22Pope Paul VI, On evangelization in the Modern Wo paragraph 20.
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enlisting groups in dialogue with one another, 'often
around shared projects and commonly held objectives.
Their most distinguishing characteristic is confidence in
people and in the Holy Spirit, a :willingness to take the
risks of freedom in trust that people will in freedom seek
to grow in the Christian life while remainingsloyal to,that
larger church from which they have come and through
which that growth is nurtured and_ sustained. The
qualities that make a good pastor must be qualities of the
successful administrator. That means an ability to live
with pluralism and diversity by keeping an-eye on the
main objectives, recognizing that diverse and conflicting
views are held by people who share a common humanity
and a. common dignity, inviting people to collaboration
around goals, and objectives that anse out of the living.
experience of the, community.

Another lesson of recent pastoral life is that no pro-
gress is possible if 'people are unable to talk to. one
another. The best pastoral programs are those which
attempt to bring private concerns to public expression,
encourage mutual exchange, search for a common basis
of faith in scripture, and develop successful apostolic
work which defines missionary goals in terms that ex-
press the faith and experience of the community.
Authority is strong where its exercise is preceded by con-
sultation and conversation; church resources, can be ef-
fectively enlisted only when action is taken on the basis
of conversation. Similarly, the problems of our schools
will not be solved unless people are able to-talk together.
Conversation will not solve the problems, but they will
surely not be solved in the absence,of conversation. In
business and in the church, successful innovation almost.
always involves utilization of a process by which under
lying concerns and anxieties are surfaced and talked out,
so that cooperation can be enlisted. Integration of educa-
tion for the students must reflect integration of learning
on the part of faculty; Few of us can be authentically
multi-disciplinary persons, but we can talk to each other
and, if we can't, come to understand -how it is that we
have become so specialized that we cannot understand
what we are doing. If departments, schools and univer-
sities -are to have ay common educational goals, much
less be committed) to them, they. simply have to con-
tinually struggle to understand each_oqier, tbuild con-
sensus, or at least to define objectives which the
necessary personnel can commit themselves. And all of
us should know th _ conversation, much less cOmmuni-
ty, does not just happen. It requires leadership and effort,
time, money and structured opportunities. Even more it
requires that those taking part really believe that their
concerns are important and respected and that their par-
ticipation is needed and wanted.

The problem, of course, reflects deeper ones in con-
temporary culture, most notably the specialization of
disciplines and consequent, bureaucratization of knowl-
edge, together with the loss of a- common language and
symbols, problemS which now even invade the church,
where they are for most part glossed over. Only the tem-
porary and tentative coherence provided. by Thomism

10

during the period of its reign provided a modicum of in-
tegration, and then only is long as there were talented

.philosophy teachers and at least a few faculty in other
disciplines trained in and comfortable with scholastic
categories. Theology as a core discipline, much less an in-
tegrating one, "was a_ relatively late development and
always controversial, while Christopher Dawson's effect
to found 'Christian education on historial studies never
got beyond a few colleges. Today the core curriculum is
clearly what it probably always was in practice, a collec-
tion of courses deterrhined in part by the changing value
attached to particular disciplines, in Part by prevailing
faculty understanding of what the educated person
should know, in part by the passing chances of academic
politics. Even these of us in the humanities know that the
fragmentation we worry about for our stuaents besets
even our own lives; few of us had ar, ideal liberal art's
education, probably fewer are able to maintain. more
than a superficial familiarity with developments in

disciplinei other than our own.
This problem is accentuated in the church-related col-

lege, which places a peculiar premium on integrated
liberal arts educatibn informed by a Christian view of
human beings and their world. In most places students
still must take a substantial core and many faculty give
enormous amounts of time teaching in it; the Christian
element for the most part is entrusted to the religious
studies department, which is supposed to raise issues of
fundamental theology, to provide a Christian perspective
on issues raised_by other disciplines, to provide interested
students with opportunities to study scripture and ex-
amine moral issues in light of Christian faith, and to
maintain at least the facade of Catholicity by insuring_
that students can, if they wish, learn what, if anything,
the church teaches. All the while this department is ex-
pected like others to meet standards of scholphip and
academic professionalism, with its consequent require-
ment to specialize. This suggests even more the need to
enlist commited faculty in all disciplines.

Perhaps most serious, we have let the organized in-
tellectual life of the church wither. How many lay
Catholics, even among our own faculties, could have
participated intelligently and constructively in the in-
teresting debate launched by Thomas Sheehan's remark-
able essay in the New York Review last summer? How
widely read are Commonweal, America, The National
Catholic Reporter or, for that matter, the Wanderer or
Cotnmunio7 Yet it is surd:, clear that the position which
rejects sectarianism and comfortable denominationalism
requires a.s...kste qua non an intelligent apprehension of
faith, an ability to our knowledge of faith by
dialogue, an ability to Word within the context
of contemporary culture. This never did and never will
develop by accident. If someone does noii4e: revonsi-
bility for the quality of Catholic intellectual life, r
potential contribution to contemporary culture will not
be realized.

How are we to do all this? For one thing we need to be
better organized. Monsignor John Tracy Ellis almost

7
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thirty years ago cited the fragmentation of Catholic
higher education as one reason for our limited intellectual
contribution. Surely that problem has not been'overcome
and we need to work through organizations like this one
to share resources, particularly for research and graduate
education, and to develop effective strategies for research
and faculty development. We need to work harder and in
collaboration to support publications ,and provide a
variety of forums through which we can gather the best
thought among contemporary Catholics on issues con-
fronting the church and share. the results with church
leadership. We could do pore to collaborate with the
local .church in its burg ring programs of ministry train-
ing and formation,/the training of deacons, continuing
education of pnes and adult education, while we should
provide suppot and assistance to the many church pro-
fessionals in our area. We need to build a core of faculty
on each carpus, in many disciplines, who share a con-
cern for the mission of the church and will join with the
sponsoring religious communities to shape strategies.ap-
propriate to the life of the institution. One way to do this
would be to develop a series of summer institute,
modeled on those 6T the National .Endowment for the
Humanities, to enable scholars to bgcome familiar with
Catholic social and political thought avid to reflect on the

_relationship between their discipline and the mission of
the church. This would in turn assist in building the net-
work of scholars committed to church mission which the
ACLU is launching, and would also help build a critical
mass of such faculty on each campus.

We cannot do all this tomorrow. In most of our schools
the religious community and the lay administration and
faculty are not going to sit down tomorrow and decide to
do all this. But surely on every campus there are some
who are ready to make a start. The day is long past when
religious would shrink into the woodwork and disclaim
responility. There are in fact great benefits that derive
from, religious sponsorship. The day is also past when
these benefits can'be realized-by the religious order alone.
They need lay allies, on boards of trustees, on the faculty
and administration. Partnership between religious and
lay Catholics on campus can be abstract and formal,
matter for cocktail parties and polite conversations. It
can also be real and strategic, based on authentic sharing
offaith and mutual commitment to common goals. If it is
to be the latter, aimed at making Catholicity a vital,
creative and constructive element in the life of the school,
espeCiallS, in education and research, we will have to ac-
cept the fact that not everyone will take part but that
some can and must get started. They will do so, I think,
only if they realize how important they are to the life and
mission of the American church.

For far too long, I believe, Catholics in higher educa-
tion have been counterpunchers. We have been excellent
in leveling our critical skills at bishops, parishes and the
everyday works of the Church. We have worried about
the religious illiteracy of our students and blamed it on
the pap and pablum they receive in religious education
programs. We have sneered at the mindless trendiness of

libera.% and the intransigent reaction of Catholics United
for the Faith, all the while accommodating our work to
the contemporary bureaucratization of knowledge. At
our best we reach out in service to our local communities,
we -try to raise money for good projects and to bring to-
the attention of our students the work of people fighting
fur justice around the world. But we simply don't think
of ourselves as leaders in the Church, nor do we think of

_ our colleges and universities as actors in the drania of
Catholic renewal. In the option of the episcopal project,
one desperately needed by our culture and I think ap-
propriate to our history and to the best hopes of our
people, the college and university is a pl4e where the
lines converge. It is where the Catholic middle class is
formed, where Christian ideas and contemkorary
ideologies touch one another, where there is a commit-
ment to looking at the world as it really is and at the same
time honoring the idea that there can be, there will be,
another and better world.

All this does not answer the original question of
Catholic identity. There is no clear definition of "the
Catholic thing", and perhaps there will not be again.

,There is a work of service to the world in crisis, a work-to
which we have been called and in which we must col-
laborate. That work of a church "truly and intimately
linked to mankind and its history" makes- the effort to
specify` the boundaries of the church, to distinguish my
church from other churches, to draw the line between the
church and the world, ,not only difficult but unworthy.
The symbols pf our planet seen from spacewe are one
earth and one peopleandthe symbol of the mushroom
cloudwe share, for better or worse, a common destiny
usher in an altogether new and altogether Catholic
answer to the identity question: we are all Gods people,
"the joys and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the men
and women of this age, especially, those who are poor or
in any way afflicted, these too are the joyS and hopes, the
griefs and anxieties of the followers of Christ.' There is,
then, a real mission for the church and for those of us
who serve the church in higher education, stated best in
the final words of the economics pastoral: "we wish, in
the end, to go beyond the need to create a world in which
economic justice abounds: We seek to be a part of a
world where love and friendship among all citizens of the
globe becomes the primary goal of all."' In the context of
that goal, sectarian and denominational options, and a
nostalgic yearning for clear identity and fixed boundaries
become unworthy and counter- productive.

I am well aware of the constraints that exist to the
fulfillment of the Weakland- Bernardin project. Some
very large assumptions are involved. The largest have to
do with confidence in the historic promises of Christiani-
ty, that the human community has a destiny, the
Kingdom of God, which will represent the fulfillment of

23The Pastoral Constitution pn the Church and the Modem World,
paragraph 1.

24Catholtc Social Teaching and the Untied States Economy, paragraph
333.
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the deepest yearnings of men and women, and that the
Catholic Church is Catholic precisely because it refuses to
accommodate finally to denominationalism or to retreat
into sectarianism. Instead it claims to speak a message
which is intended for all men and women and enlightens
and fulfills every aspect of human life. To uphold
Catholicity amid freedom and pluralism means settling
for a world which for,tlie time being will have few clear
boundaries between the religious and secular, between
the Church and other areas of rife. It means, too, that we
must have an enormous trust in people, that they want,in
their hearts the same things announced in the Gospel,
taught by the Church and given .flesh, we hope, in our
lives and communities. It >r, ..ns a willingness to trust, to
trust the laity that their lay status is not a compromise of
faith but an expression of it and that precisely because
they are lay they are crucial to the success of the Church's
mission. It means trusting our fellow citizens, believing
that they want in their hearts to live and work for a
world of peace, justice, and human rights. It means
trusting our faith enough to believe that it can be recon-
ciled with and even add something to,, the best scholar-
ship. In the large world_ it means, as the pastoral suggests,
that history,_ left to'itself, will drift toward greater in-
justice and danger to- -the human_experiment, but that
men and women are capable of finding a language which
enables tTiem to envision a common destiny and to
cooperate in bringing it about. In the smaller world of
our schools it suggests that there is an alternative to drift,
that we can gain control over and assume responsibility
for our history and give direction and purpose to the lives
and works we share together. It means a confidence that
when our faith intersects with history or sociology or
,physics, all are enriched.

It is easy to stand here and say all this; I am well aware
of how hard it is,,to respond. When I do too much lectur-
ing and too many workshops, I worry about my research
and fear I am becoming ac, dilettante. When I spend time
on my own historical projects as I did this summer, I feel
guilty that I am not on top of the debate on politics and
feel unable to participate in it intelligently; and when I do
either, I feel like I am neglecting my teaching and short-
changins my students. I have the greatest_ respect for
those 4o devote themselves exclusively_to.research;,
am equally grateful for people who spend a lot of time
trying to help Catholics make sense out of their ex-
perience. I am in awe of people who can do both. Trying
to be responsible in all directions. is, I suspect, why
scholars organize associations and publications, review
books and exchange views at conferences. My only sug-
gestion is that we try to do all that a little better, try to
address the needs of the Church and listen a bit more to
the experience of that Church. What none of us as
Catholic scholars and educators can do alone, all of us
r. ight be able to do, at least a little better, together.

I have seen enough of the American church in the last
fifteen years to be hopeful. There is enormous faith, com-
mitment, energy, sheer goodness in parishes, religious
communities, chancery offices, inner city missions,

sHustice-and peace centers, among middle dass.suburbani-
tes and working class ethnics, 1-lisPanics, Blacks,
women. I wonder at the discipline and hard.work that go
into making all those books and articles that pile up on
my desk. I am in awe at the erudition of David Tracy, the
balanced intelligence of Richard McBrien, the enormous
research of Elizabeth Fiorenza, the clarity and-judicious-
ness of Richard McCormick, the wisdom of Bernard
Cooke, the brilliance of Mathew Lamb and the steady
and reasonable liberalism of John Coleman. Personally I
delight in the commitment and passion of Michael Novak
and Peter Henriot and Joe Holland, the fierce righteous-
ness of Daniel Berrigan and Ralph Martin, even the crus-
ty traditionalism,of James Hitchcock and George Kelly;
although I worLy that some I have mentioned would, if
they could, foreclose the conversation. What worries in
most is that so much of the scholarship bears so little con-
nection, as far as I can see, to the life experience of con-
temporary Catholics, while the pastoral leaders of the
Church pay so little attention either to the scholarship_or
to the real Issues at stake. In the absenceof_conversation
and dialogue, we all drift apar_tirom.one another, that
"special sense of-ourselves recedes further into nostalgia,
the summons to renew the Church and reshape the world
becomes simply the peculiar memory'emory of those of us who
were alive in the days of Pope John and the Second
Vatican Council. At times I suspect that we feel less like
scholars and educators and more like artifacts of a
moment which has passed. Yet I also suspect that there is
Intithin all of us a suspicion that it is precisely the ex-
periedce of our generation, that generation for whom
Americanization was less a model of analysis than an ex-
planation of our own experience, that must_ be retrieved
and made public if our Church is to avoid'either slipping
into the mindless and undifferentiated fabric of American
culture or fleeing to the caves to await the year 2000. Our

task is to help our fellow Catholics understand that it is
here, in this land, that we must live, and that one can and
should be Catholic here, not for our own sake or for the
sake of the Church, but for the sake of -all those hopes
and dreams which have gone into making us what we are.

As Catholics we have some traditions, some wisdom,
some hope,, that should be available to our fellow
citizens; as Americans we have some experiences which
can enlighten the pluralism ,,of the emerging wojld
church, As American Catholic scholars and educators we
stand in a particularly vulnerable but also a strategically
significant location. We are, therefore, more important
than most of us suspect. We can, if we choose, initiate
those. conversations, stimulate that teaching, support that
research. We can bridge the gaps that have opened within
the Church and the chasm dividing commited Christians
from the larger culture. American Catholicism, like
America itself, remains an unfinished experiment. The
story of American Catholics is still being told, its history
still being made. Helping to tell the story and make the
history are two sides of the same coin of responsibility
that you and I share. The outcome once again is in our
hands, and that is as it should be.
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To Turn the. Tide iZevisited*

Paul C. Reinert, S.J.

Twenty-five years ago I was fortunate enough to win a
Danforth Foundation Administrative Leave Grant which
enabled me,to_carry out what we call 9d Project Search. I

_traveled around the United States consulting with
business leaders, government officials and fellow
educators searching for a series of actions that might
resolve the financial dilemma of private and especially
church-related higher education. The search was for
some new directions that might turn the tide, which at
that time was threatening to undermine the unique,
strong, pluralistic, public-private system that most of us
are convinced is the best _structural pattern for our
nation.

Sister Alice Gallin suggested this might be an v.:
propriate occasion for me to revisit To Turn the Tide, to
give you my impressions of what has happened to the
threatening situations I warned against then and what, if
any, new dangers are now sweeping across the bow of
the ship of private higher education.

To oversimplify the recommendations I made then, I
urged that three actions needed to be carried out quickly:

1. the private academic community, which I felt was
generally shaky at the time, had to put its own
house in order through balanced budgets and fiscal
stability; through strengthened governance and ad-
ministrative leadership; and through sharper defini-
tion of and more fruitful adherence tq the specific
mission and aims of each private institution;

2. at. the level of the individual states, expanded and
more equitable support systems were needed in
order to achieve a stronger public/private balance
at the state level;

3. at the federal governmental level, enlarged and
enhanced support 'of all of higher education was
needed in order to improve access to colleges and
universities on the part of all American youth and
the inauguration of incentive programs to
encourage the states to meet their educational
responsibilities.

What has happened in the 25 intervening years? Let me
comment on my three categories of recommendations in

Father Reinert is Chancellor of St. Louis University.

*R6rponse upon presentation of the Theodore M. flesburgh
Award by the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities,
January 29, 1985.

reverse order. As far as my third recommendation goes,
the federal government ha_ s gone in the very opposite
direction, as we all know, either dramatically withdraw-
ing from or immensely curtailing almost every program
that provided support to both publicand private institu-
tions. In line with policies now identified with
Reaganomics, the task of supporting higher education-
has been largely bucked down to the states, to local com-
munities, and to the private sector generally.

As regards the second recommendItion, the individual
states, largely abandoned by the federal- government,
have found themselves preoccupied- with, the financial
problem's of their own public higher education system,
completely diverting them from any interest they might
have had in building up a strong and vibrant private sec-
tor to complement their public counterparts. Nothing
further need be said about, the, current status of
developments affecting my second and third recommen-
dations.because, for one reason, you and I as educators
in the private sector can do relatively...little about the cur-
rently entrenched policies at the federal and state levels.

So, in the time allotted mec I want to comment more
extensively*on what I judge ihas happened in respect to
my first recommendation, Aamely, that private higher
education must get-its own ouse in order. How does one
provide a general evaluatio as to whether several -hun-
dred private institutions hive their house in better order
today than 25 years ago? y own tentative assessment is
that private institution generally, and especially
Catholic colleges and uni" ersities, have made very tangi-
ble progress in getting th Pir house in order, specifically in
respect to the problems whichwhich I identified at that time.
The-picture is brighter, ut not universally so. For some,
during the intervening ears there seemed' to be no way
to salvage an irrev Bible financial situation and a
sizeable ;umber of private and Catholic colleges have
closed or merged info other institutionsfewer, I am"
happy to say, than "I had predicted in the early 1970s.
Most of the current!), operating institutions have learned
to live within' theirfinancial means, and though they are
experiencing the severe problems common today to all of
higher education --a deco eased pool of college-age youth
and the escalation of fixe4operating costsnevertheless
as a group the Catholic institutions can'be characterized
as institutions which seem as assured of their future
viability as is possible in this volatile society of ours.
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What are the key factors that have brought about this
turn-around? I am convinced that the most- far-reaching
dynamic has been a widespread penetrating examination
and often a redefinition of the mission of specific Catholic
colleges and universities. Most Catholic institutions have
been .honestly asking themselves: realistically, what
should our mission be today? Honest answers to that
question have brought remarkable results and significant
institutional changes. Most important, I think, has been
the newly discovered conviction that the mission of striv-
Mg to provide a holistic educational experience to young
people aimed at touching their heart and soul as well as
their mind is an objective not only worth clinging to but
proudly to boast of and to propagandize, and that, not
merely because it is \the soundest of educational
philosophies abroad the4 days, but because there are
thousands of parents and young people out there,
Catholic and non-Catholic, who are genuinely searching
for that kind of education. This honest scrutinyWhat
are we here for? What are we best .qualified to do? How
can we best meet some of the educational needs of society
today?has produced at least three excellent tangible
results.

First of all, for many of our Catholic colleges and
universities the reassessment of their specific mission has
fed to honest changes of direction in terms of clientele to
be served. Some have redesigned their mission by
encouraging the more mature population to return to
college studies; others have somewhat restricted their
mission by consolidating or eliminating/ graduate and
Professianal programs beyond the institution's capacity
to support. In a word, I believe that the typical Catholic
college or university today adheres to a much sharper,
more honest, working definition of its raison d' etre, and,
often with painful changes, has reshaped its academic
structure and thrust in order to do a better job of making a
specific contribution particularly for the benefit of a con-
stituent Catholic population which appreciates and desires
to be a participant_in the mission of that institution.

Secondly, the realignment of mission I have just
described has been both a cause and an effect of the vastly
improved, more responsible governance of Catholic col-
leges and universities. I'm sure very few of you would
have had the time and interest to plow. through Father
Paul FitzGerald's recent volume on The Governance of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities, 1920-4970, published, I
am happy to say, by Father Theodore Hesburgh's Notre
Dame Press. While this definitive research study deals ,
only with what has happened to governance in recent
decades in the 28 Jesuit colleges and universities, most of
the salient developments would be equally true of much
of the rest of Catholic higher educatio, Today, to a
significantly greater extent than ever before, the boards
of trustees of Catholic colleges and universities are com-
posed of men and women,religious and lay, all dedicated
to the specific unique Catholic mission of the institution,
all willing to bring their varied talents and resources to
bear on the successful achievement of the long-range
plans and goals.of their school, all ready to give and to
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get the financial resources -needed to undergird the in-
stitution's current and future programs. Incidentally, as I
move around the country as a consultant to various in-
stitutions, I would have to say that those Catholic col-
leges which still are in the same precarious situa ion I
described in To Turn the Tide 25 years ago, are there
precisely because, for one reason or another, they have
not succeeded in building up a board of trustees that is

....

committed; diversified, and responsible.
The strengthening of governance in Catholic higher

education has generated a third and final reason for the
progress I have noted. A key responsibility of any board,
yet one which even today gets far too little attention, is to
seek and find the financial resources required to support
the specific programs that same board has approved as
providing the best means of achieving the mission of the
college ,to which they are committed. A very strong and
personally active and resourceful Trustee Development
Committee may well be the most important function and
responsibility of a- Catholic college board todayand
this for many reasons:

1. only the trustees can be fully effective seeking
funds from the private sector individuals, cor-
porations, foundationsand this is where most of
the support must come from in the future as
government withdraws its support;

2. one of the reasons why some Catholic colleges have
failed or are failing is because one and the same
group is not responsible both for determining the
mission. and the programs of the college and for
guaranteeing the resources to support that mission
and programs; .

3. the rest of private higher education, as well as
public, is in fierce competition with us for students,
faculty and resources. Only a .strong board and
particularly the strong lay men and women on the
board can provide the resourcefulness to stand up
against the sophisticated competition from the rest

.of the private sector.

That, in brief summary, is the generally good, news I
want to proclaim about the last 25 years of tatholic
higher education. Now, if you'll forgive me for going
beyond my assigned topic, I want to look ahead and
dwell briefly on what I can only characterize as "bad
news." There are new species of storms-blowing -up -that
can put our academic houses out of order, storms that
were not predictable 25 years ago. For your consolation,
I listed the good news items under three headings; I will
confine myself to only two headings for the bad, news.

The first storm warning, and I must- confess,that it is
mething about which I. am deeply disturbed, is what
ms to me to be a pervasive weakening of a priority

mmitment to the apostalate of education, and
specifically of higher education, among the various com-
munities of religious men and women. Some who are
concerned that apostolic commitment to Catholic higher
education is weakening tend to attribute4lie cause to the
obvious , decrease in vocations to thii religious - life,

resulting in, srpalkr and smaller numbers of religious
becoming involved in Catholic colleges and universities.
But I contend that this is an effect rather than a cause.

I
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Bear with me while I try to explain what I think the root
'cause really iSAIVe all know that there have been tremen-
dous- changes since Vatican II in the approved process by
which a young man or woman who has recently entered
a religious community first chooses, then prepares
himself or herself for, and finally enters into a specific
apostolate or ministry. In general, the approved process
is one of discernment a process of prayer, consultation
and evaluation which involves the individual, the.com-
munity, the Superior, and of course, the' enlightenment
of the Holy Spirit -all aimed at discerning, determining
the Will of God as to the proper decision the young
religious should make in respect to the apostolic work for
which he or she is to prepare. I have no quarrel with that
trocess, in fact, I applaud it heartily, it is much to be

preferred to the old style of rigid assignment to a job
through obedience. But my problem lies in the fact that

,this process, while proper and adequate for individu-
listic personal apostolates, e.g., a hospital chaplaincy, is

u erly inadequate in the case of corporate or institutional
apo tolates. A religious community is obligated to much
more than individual discernment in respect to providing
religious personnel for its chosen corporate or institu-
tional apostolates the sponsorship of a Catholic college,
to be explicit.

That a personnel program much more sophisticated
than just individual discernment is needed would seem to
be more obvious since Vatican II than it might have been
in earlier decades. Like all religious communities, the
congregations of men and women who have been tradi-
tionally heavily', committed to the apostolate of educa-
tionthe Dominicans, Jesuits, the School Sisters of
Notre Dame, 'the Sisters of St. Joseph, just as ex-
amplesall have gone through a long tedious process of
revising their constitutions, and although some have
broadened their definition of the educational apostolate,

, most have reasserted that it is a very important ministry,
in fact, a priority apostolate in many cases. For example,
let me quote a three sentence statement from the decree of
the 33rd General Congregation of the Society of Jesus.
"Of great importance among the ministries of the Society
are the educational and intellectual apostolates. Jesuits
who work in schools of whatever kind or level or who
are engaged in non-formal or popular education can exer-
cise a deep and lasting influence on individuals and on
society. When carried out in the light of our mission to-
day, their efforts contribute vitally to 'the total and in-
tegral liberation of the human person leading to par-
ticipation4n the life of God himself.' (Documents of the
33rd General Congregation, institute of Jesuit Sources,
1984, paragraph 44).

If a priority statement of this kind is to be taken
seriously, it seems to the that those responsible for
recruitment and then for the direction, spiritual forma.
tion, and academic preparation of young religious must
do everything possible to interest the most capable
among them to choose this type of ministry. An institu-
tional, corporate apostolate such as a Catholic college
sponsored by a religious community cannot depend solely

1, A

on the free choice of individual religious to assure an ade-
quate number of qualified members to be available for
faculty and administrative positions.

If higher education is a high priority aposolate for a
religious community, this official position should be
made clear to yoting religious aspirants even before ad-
mission, every opportunity to educate and interest them
in this type of ministry should be seized from their first
Years in religion, and careful coordinated planning be-
tween formation personnel and school administrators
should be organized to project what, positions in various
academic fields and departments will be open so that
religious trained in specific fields will be in a competitive
position for openings and not find themselves with a
specialized advanced training and no opportunity for
working out their chosen apostolate: To assume that a
religious community can honestly sponsor the higher
educational apostolate for a long period of time with no
positive influence and plaraang in respect to its personnel
beyond the personal discernment process is, in my view,
verging on the sin of tempting the Holy Spirit himself.

My second great concern as I look at the road ahead for
Catholic higher education is closely related to the one I
have just expressed, a concern which has also been voiced
more eloquently than I can bythe three previoussecipients
of this award: Father Theodore Hesburgh himself, Sister
Ann Ida Gannon and especially Monsignor John Tracy
Ellis. For a whole cluster of reasons, some pretty obvious,
others quite subtle, young Catholic men andwomen, both
lay and religious, are deliberately not choosing an
academic career; substantial numbers of them with ample
mental capacity are eschewing the option of spending their
lives as a teacher, scholar, researcher, or writer. This is.
true of talented young people in general, and although I
can't prove it statistically, I feel confident that it is even
more true of young men and women of great faith, of
Christian social consciousness, young people who are
choosing vocations and walks in life not just as jobs to
make a living but as,a way of life which will make a dif-
ference, a contribution to-the good of society, especially to
the marginal members of our diversified population. As I
said, there are whole congeries of motivations that tend to
drive yoUng people, religious and lay, from seriously
mitting themselves to the educational apostolate. 111 men-
tion only one that I think is quite prevalent in the thinking
of younger religious and lay men and women who are
highly spiritually motivated.

To their everlasting credit many younger people are
"turned off" by,the gross worldly standards and values of
our. Affluent American society, and this intense antipathy
combines with a genuine deep compassion for the poor,
the marginal both in this country and in the Third
Worldall pressuring them to want to follow and serve
Christ by seeking an immediate personal identification
with the poor, to be carried out in some sort of ministry
that meets immediate urgent needs. To them, institu-
tional, corporate apostolates such as education appear
too ponderous, too slow in producing results, too inclin-
ed to perpetuate and protect current values rather than
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attack and reform them. They do not necessarily deny
that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, but
as they look at the social ills of our, society they prefer to
work for immediate cures. and let someone else work on
long-range prevention. They constitute, it seems to
the spiritual counterpart of our band-aid society, heavily
absorbed in stop-gap efforts to heal the wounds of drug
addiction, the devastating stress of worldly ambition,
and the consuming\ desire to possess. It seems to rare that
one of the most pressing ditties of teachers, pastors,
parents and religioT superiors today is to bring young
people to a realizati9n that, while.many of them, lay and
religious, will have 4..) continue to respond generously to
the call of Christ_ and his distressed poor, a substantial

4,
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number of other young people must respond to his call to
work through education, research, writing and public
and political influence to discover and eradicate the
causes of poverty, injustice, man's inhumanity to
mana longer-range mission that may be even more
frustrating than the immediate efforts to plug up the
widening holes in the dike. In many ways, human society
is in a panic of worldwide proportions. Let's hope and
pray that we in Catholic education, especially, those of us
in religious life, will choose not to join the ranks of the
panic stricken but will rally around a Christ' who pro-
poses a more realistic and balanced goalnot instant
Christianity but ar\ evolving Christianity to be fully
realized only in eternal life.
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Demographics-of the Decade: A Close/4,1400k*

Elaine El-Khawas

As educators know,- we are in the midst of a steady and
substantial decline in the pool of 18-year-olds eligible for
enrolling in college. There were 2.9, million new high
school graduates in 1980, but in 1992 (the coming low
point), only an estimated 2.3 million persons- will
graduate from high school. This decline presents some
harsh realities for -higher education. However, a realist
perspective also requires that certain demographic facts
be examined mote closely before any conclusions are
drawn. It is pertinent, for example, that. the year-by-year
changes in the supply of high school graduates are not
uniform (Figure 1). The image of a roller coaster is apt:
after an initial small dip, there's a lull of sorts, and even a
small climb then a deeper dip.
' Note, too, that higher education has already
weathered a sizeable share. of the initial decline. Between
1980 and 1989, the national drop in high school
graduates will amount to 12 percent; but we've already
experienced a 10 percent drop, clearly the lion's share of
the decade's decline. Illinois, for example, expects Tr total
decline of 19 percent by 1989, yets it has already lived

' through a 14 percent decline. This doesn't deny the
significance of double-digit, declines. But it does suggest
that some breathing room exists to plan foror off-
setfurther predicted declines.

It is also, true that the patterri varies among different
groups. Differences among the states have received a lot
of publicity, especially through David Breneman's
report, The Coming Enrollment Crisis.' Important, dif-
ferences also exist among racial and ethnic lines. It is, in

fact, primarily The white population that is experiencing a
decline in the numbr of 18 year olds: whites will record a
13 'percent decrease in the 1980s, while blacks show a
much smaller decline, of 5 percent. Hispanics, in con-
trast, are a young population, and are expected to show a
24 percent increase- in the number of iS year olds by
1.989. Such differences underscore the value of a closer
look at demographic facts,. emphasizing the` most perti-
neht populations in each situation.
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In analyzing any population group, it is important to
look at both its size-arid its rate oY participation in col-
lege. As Figure 2 shows, the rate at which high school
graduates go on to college' varies substantially among

.Population subgroups. Close to- one -third of high school
seniors. in 1980 enrollgi in 4 year colleges; however, only
16 percent- of Hispanic seniors did so and only 17 percent
of seniors from lower socioeconomic backgrounds did
so. This suggests -both a problem and an opportunity;
especially in view of' ithe growing Hispanic population,
wouldn't there be much benefit for everyone if Hispanic
seniors Went on to 4-year colleges at the same rate as
otheril The stt

remains largely the same when post-
secondary

suggest this possibility certainly.
And the patte
secondary attehdpcei of all types is examined (Figure 2).
Hispanics still trail other groupswhy? Another ques-
tion arises: Why are Hispanics seniors enrolling at two-
year institutions more than they are atitiur-yearinstitu-
lions? Rtg,aiding black students,. there have,beerisains in
college participation- rates in recent years, although fur-
ther .progress-should be expected. What is necessary to

Dr. El-Khawas is Vice President for Policy Analysis and
Research at the America?: Council on Education. . -

.1. David W. Breneman, The Coming Enrollrhent Crisis: What
*Based on a presentation to the Annual Meeting of the Associa- Every Trustee Must Know, (Washington, D.C.: Association
tion of Catholic Colleges and Universities, January 30, 1985. of Governing Boards of Colleges and Universities, 1982).
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maintain the recent gains and encourage higher propor-
tions of black Studentslo enroll in college)!

Such data on rates of college participation raise in-
triguing although not easily answerable questions-. Notice
the-high overall participation rate (77 percent) for seniors
from higher socio-economic circumstances: are there
ways that their apparent advantages can also be trans-
ferre'd to young people from less favorable cir-.
cumstancts? Young women currently show slightly
higher participation rates than thosefoe young men. This
may be "good news" for women students and for col-
leges enrolling large numbers of women students. But it
also highlights a. problem of young men not finding col-
lege study attractive. Other data from a recent ACE
repdrt2 shows that, among young men from low-income
fainiEes, college participation ratestually dropped be-
tween 1974 and 1981. This may sigpal a. further measure
of alienation felt- by low-income males in present -day
'America. .It certainly bears discussion and closer ex-
amination by educators.

This review of demographic facts suggests that one of
The most 'interesting prospects for increasing the potential
pool of college students would involve increasing the rate
at which certain population groups goon to college or to
four-year programs. This is not an easy task, however.
Voluminous research literature tracing student ex-
periinces -since the 1940s has shown that apart from
major society-wide measures such as the GI' billit is
very difficult to change the sum total of experiences, at-
titudes, and perceptions of life chances that keep lower-
income youth from staying in school any longer than
they currently do. Two differezit pieces of evidence

2. John B. Lee, "Rates of College Participation: 1969, 1974,
198r, Policy Brief, (Washington, D.C.: American Council
on Education, April 1984).
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underscore this point; first,,, Hispanics and other low-
hicome 'youths are-less:likely than others to take 'college
preparatory- courses in high school (figure 3); and, sec-
ondly, they are much ,more likely -to drop out of high
school before graduation (figure' 4). This suggests that
such youth lower their expectations about their future
.prospects rather early. If we want tosee higher propor-
tions of black and Hispanic youth enroll -for post-
secondary study, more vigorous recruiiing of high school
seniors- won't -do the trick; action- is needed long before
they are high school seniors. (or high school dropouts).

Figure 3

Percentage of 1980 High School Seniors
Taking College Preparatory Studies
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'II also makes sense to tae a closer look at the much
discussed "older" or "non-traditional-age" population fre-
quently mentioned as a new source of students, a source
that will offset any declines in "traditional-age students.
Here too, the data suggest that the issues are more coin-
plicated than they may at first appear. To start with the
familiar: it is absolutely true- that the fastest enrollment
growth in-the last decade has involved part-time students
and students 25 years and older. There was a 70 percent
increase in enrollment of 25 to 34 yearolds between 1972
and 1982, and a 77 percent increase in enrollment of-per-
sons 35 or older. These increases haire contributed impor-
tantly to higher education's record Of enrollment growth
in the 1970s and also help account for the fact that overall
enrollments have not dropped, even though the yearly
supply of high school graduates has been dropping since
1979.

However, percentage increases can be misleading when
'they are based on relatively small numbers. This is the
case here. Even with faster growth of part-time study, for
instapce, full-time enrollments still exceed part-time
enrollments. Another way to gain perspective is to look
at the age distribution of college enrollments, based on
Census Bureau data for October 1982. 'Even after the
large percentage increases we saw in enrollment of
"older" students, the largest share of college,
enrollment-64 percentis still accounted for by
students who 4a9 r24 or younger (Figure 5). The
traditional-age group is also responsible for 82 percent of
full-time enrollment. Thus, while there is every reason to
recognize "older' students as anew and larger part of our
student population, the overall effect should not be ex-
aggerated. Higher education generally, and full-time
study in particular, is primarily made up of students of
traditional age.
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Another way of looking at enrolment by age is to Iook
at participation rates for different age, groups, again
based on data from the Census Bureau: This also suggests
cause for pessimism about the prospeeta that part-titneor
"older" students -will ensure enrollment stability. thus,
Mlle about 27 percent of 18 to 24 year olds were in col-,
lege as of Fall 1983, among 25 to 34 year olds, only 8 per-
cent were in college. Whenme look at slightly older per-
sonsthose between 35 arid 44 -years old-3 percent are "'V;

enrolled hi college. It 4Oents to me that thek figureilirinly_
announce what we should know froth our own personal
experiences: thereare a great many life events and ac-
tivities occupying the attention of most Adults; only a
very small proportion have time fOr collegiate study.

In fact, a recent analysis' has shown that the `rate of
college attendance ainong people over 25 has not in-
creased in the last decade. This may initially seem con- -,
trary to what-we have experienced, bedause an increased
representation of older' students in colleges: has taken,
place: the answer stems from the_fact that the children of
the Baby Boom generation are now in their 20s and 30s.
Thus, a similar: ercentage of this age group;has enrolled
in college over the years, but their number 'las increased
because there is a much larger number of people in the
age group. Speaking in terms of the demographics alone,
then, one possibleimpliCation is that the number of older
students on our campuses will diminish somewhat in the
next decade. This would occur if the rate of college atten-
dance remains the same as a proportionately smaller
number of young adult?; are in their late,20s and 30s.

Let me conclude with a few general POintS, It seems to
me that there are two different wat'''t' to think about
where students will come from for the.' of the decade.
One view is to assume "that the t itional sources of
potential students wilLcontinue to higher eduCation's
primary audience. Under this sce; ario, any gains In
enrollment will depend on incased recruiting of
'students from these sources that now being missed.
Four groups I'd suggest for do r attention include: _.

1) minority students; who are notideclining in number as
aitmuch as "majority" students : ; 2) a group I'd call,

"delayed entrants"Lpeople wh do not enter .college
tight after high school-but who/do enroll at a later time.
We knOw that, among high -§t hool graduates, about 5
percent will enroll in college Oil year of two after gradua-
tion. I doubt that many of these receive any systematic
guidance on their college decisions; ,,3) young people
entering the military, more than 300,000 of them annually.
Almost. all have high school degrees and many will
emerge from the service two years later with savings ear-
marked for education. Wouldn't it be useful to think
about ways that their educational interests can be better
served? 4) students at ',two-year schools. I'm not sug-
gesting that four-year ;colleges bigin to raid the com-

3.1ohn B. Lee, The Age Composition of College Enrollment
1974, 1978, 1982, (Washington, D.C.: Applied Systems In-
stitute, 1985).
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munity colleges. 'However, many of thesstudents have
an interest in pursuing further.stuay but do not receive
adequate inforination to encourage and guide this in-
terest. I, also wonder about the extent to which such
students are attracted to the prospect' of A two-year
degreerather than a full, four-year commitmentand
might find founlyear colleges initially more attractive if
they offered assckiate's degrees as well. At present, about

_85 percent.of associate degrees are awarded by two-year
'-institutions.

Let ow, comment on the other alternative, based on in-
creasing the rates of college attendance where rates _are
now low. For adult leaniers, tve can expect higher rates
of college attendance only if we offer programs that are
very important to them and. In the right format We
liaven'f dcne this yet to the extent we should: This is also,
true for high school students. It_ should be obvious that

C

there is much wasted talent in America today. What if
rates of high school completion and college participation
could be raised? Wouldn't we all Benefit? Note, however,
tll'at the task begins earlyat least- as far back as when
young people decide whether to take a college-prepara-
tory program,in high school. Ancbnote, too, that the low
rates of college poicipation ofow-income,persons have
been with us for a very long time. I. don't mean to be a
pessimis,t but I would argue that, such an 'ambitious
undertaldhg should not be approached lightly-. L.favor a
systematic effort to reach young petiole before-they lower
their own aspirations. I'd like to see; especiall', closer at-
tention to the low rates- of high school completion and
college participation we see Ithongyoung males. Is.there
a special role here for tbetcatholic colleges and Catholic
high sc.hci.ols?
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she catholic High School Student: A National:Portrait*

Mich J!--Guerra

,
I assume one of the reasons I've-been invited to speak rapidly shrinking_ enrollment base, the 1985 numbers are . 0 v.

about Catholic high school students is because they not radically different from 1965, w en 'Catholic high

future clientele.tcte of the reasons I accepted your invi- number of Catholic high-schools c aing, &clinea (2400
represent an important segment of your present and schootenrollment was about 1;1 mil ion. To be sure,`the4

tation is beCause many Catholic high schoorgraduates in 1965 ys. 1480 today), butmetgers, expansion'iind new
will be gohig on to Catholic colleges; anything we can do schools are still accommodating,a substantial number of
to encourage greater collaboration and communication students. The drop iii enrollments has beef much moye
between our two ?ectors.may strengthen dux. effectiveness )precipitous in Catholic elementary schools, which en-'
in serving our students. A secondary motive, similar I rolled 4.5 million students in 1965, compared to 2.1
suppose to Imperffctkntrition, i the ,opportunity to million"students today. r,
plug our latest publication, The Catholic High School: A Losses from attrition during the Catholic high school
National Portrait,' which is the source of most of the data years tre relatively mode;t, .andi are largely balanced by
I will share' with you this morning. The analyses and tratIsfen in, so we have about 200,060 seniors.,(ne hun-
judgments which will slip into my remarks with inzeas-
ing regularity are largely my 'own.

Our book is actually a report ?n the first phase of a
two part study being conducted by the National Catholic
Educational Association, with aupport from the Ford
Foundation. The second phase ofthe research is in prog-
ress a detailed 'examination of a sample of Catholic
'high schools selected because they are serving significant
numbers of low-income students. That study uses both
survey research and field observations. It is an attempt to
describe aiid measure the Catholic high schools' effective-
ness in promoting student academic achievement ancit
religiOus growth, with_special emphasis on/the schoorp
impact on- students from low-income families. In spite of

will be encased in aspic of caveatsit Mould be inter-
the fact that the,report (which shouldbe rrly in a year)

an
esting,and probably. controversial--

In any case, thvks to the data we collected for the na-
tional portrait, I can offer you some interesting general
characteristics of the students currently enrolled in
Catholic high schools.

er

Fast, Isaid earlier thartnany of, our graduates go on to
Catholic colleges. "How many?" I hear you ask.

We have abolit 800,000 students in Catholic high
scliools today. In spite of the widespread perception of a

oft

Michael' Guerra is the Executive Director of the Secondary
Schools Department Of the National Catholic Educational
Association.,
Address prepared for presentation at the ..4..CCIJ AnnuAl Meeting,
January 30,1915.30, 1915.

dred ninety two Thousand two hundred would be a more
precise estimate, since seniors 'represent 24% of total
Catholic high schoorenrollment.)

Principals report that 80'0 of all their students arein
lege-preparatory programs (compared to about 52%

in public high schools), and 83% of their graduates go on
to post-secondary education.

Of the-entire-senior class of 198,A, principals reported
that 16% of, them enrolled in a Ca\holic four-year col-
lege; 12% enrolled in a non-Catholieprivate four-year
college; 36%-went to public four-year college; 14% to a
two-year collet; and 5% to a post-secondary vocational

_or technical school: Of tile others, U% went to work,
2% joined the milk*, and..6% went into the seminary.

If the principals reports are reasonably accurate. (and
we have no reason to believe they ar4n't in this instance),
then Catholic high schools sent about,321000 graduates to
four year Catholic collegisp 14#83. The'fact that 16% of
all Catholic high school seniors (20% of the College-
bound) wept on to Catholic colreges and universities may
challenge what I've been-told has-been a widppread per-
ception among Catholic collegeadminlitrators that abput
50% of the Catholic high-school students who go on to
college choose a Catholic college. I haven't had an-oppor-
tunity to examine the research that- may have provided
the basis for the -conventional wisdom, but I 'wonder
whether Catholic high schools could-have ever sent half
their college lactund graduates to Catholic colleges and

'Yeager, R. I., Benson, P. L., Guerra, M. J., Sc Manno, B. V., The
Catholiclligh SchooL A National Portrait. (Washington, DC: Na-
tional Catholic Educational Association, 1985). "
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universities withou t fillrr5 all,the available seats and then
some. Perhaps they did some years ago:Then there were
more studentre and seats in bdth Catholic high schools

* and Catholic colleges. - i
In any-case, it seems reasonablyClear that in Septem-

:ber 1983, about 32,000 of your approxitately 80,000
new full time freshmen ---- or 40% of your incoming,class
-- were drgvn from our Catholic high schOols. -Another
24,000 Catholic high school graduates enrolled in other revi'ews', based on a-small but growing ,body of r earch,

. private fouryeir colleges and universities, and' about but 'the Periclean Age is probably rich quite at hand.
70,00() enrolled in public colleges and universities.. s There are still some important challenges facing. Catholic

A Word about-the academicpreparation of, the typical high schools. Here are a few oftmy,own concerns:
Catholic -high school vaduate, preceded by still another. '`Fkrst, the arts. The vits have a significant place in a
caveat: the descriptive data we have about`students and very smill.,number of schools, ame. ry small place in a sig-
their prograMs will not distinguish students'acsording to nificant number of- schools, virtually no place in about
their post- secondary plans, so it is conceivable that we half the schools -= and a relatively low ority in-the-
generalize at our peril e.g., perhaps Catholic colleges Minds of Most principals. 1
draw only the brightest an the best, the creme de la Secon/cify; 4liek research that supports- the -relative acar
'dereme;.,non-typical Catholic high Schocil,gradUates whdse demic advantage of Catholic over -public secondary
true academic character will' be obscured by medians, schools iS'based largely on statistical-generalizations drawn
means;and modes culled from our data. . from the mean =4 but. when youlook closely -at the- ex-

My own experience su estilthat you probably do get - tames, the pictute is more..complieated. In fact, as I read
some of our brightest and some of our best (anirtiley-are Coleman, there is-no signifitant statiStical.difference bet-
not always one and the same}, ,but we high scgool fOlk ween acarlernicichielements ofstudents in'the strongest
also pass along some of Our more, ..challenging stu- . ..-;-.1tooles, Public or priAte. Does-that mean that both sec-
dents, and God bless you, many of you are willing 'to tors are doing eilually,well or equally poorly in sera'
Continue k'work,with them, dften with excellent results their most academically talented students?
(at which point we quickly cltim credit for tfiy Aearlier , . .

fter lookihg atthe research data,. ,Andrew G ley'
plowing, planting andpeiseverin-e. .. concluded that Catlioli schools pare most success( (aca-

Sot my hunch is that our Ota will probably support a demically) with the poorest kids, and public -kghoo s are
Modicum of generalization, but.' thought it wise to placate most successful with the richest kids: Tirite-for.affither
the rigorous think eq among you with a'caveat. 0

caveat: as you 'now, Fr. Greeley alternates between
To the data, thejit First, alook at /their academic pro- ' scholarly "search and inspirational fiction, and some-

grams. Most of these students have been through a genu- times the line of demarcation is blurred. In this instance I
the and - reasonably traditional.coltegepreparatory mr-

l',. agree with him more Or leis. Catholic highsfhools do
. iiculum, typically including 4 years)pfInglish, 3 years of seem to lave developed a pafticularly effective approach

history, 2 to 3 years of math, and 2 to 3' years- of science. to educatingpoor_kids_and,minority-kids.--(-Those-cate-1
About, half tire Catholic high schools have langua,ge_re- 1! goers overlap, but they are not synonymous. About
quireMents, one-third of allistudentslake the third yearlof
a_foreigirlartguage and 46% take 4,fourth yeirt- r. About
15% of the graduating class of 1983 took calculus, 70%
took algebra II, 83% took .geometry, 92%,,took. biology,
56% tobk chemistry and 2812 took physics. These partici-
pation_rates compare quite favorably with public schools,
especially lilt/foreign language enrollments.

private
ticall

te.Tarticipation in that study was s
signifthant7 making Coleman's work tifi effect a

public -Catholic comparative study), 'the favorable CQM-

parisonSIold even when, the input variables are carefully
matche404 student ocio-economic status is
stant, gut that \i.) another talk for anothe
another audience..

. -Catholic,high schools have drawn rActeasingly

erl con-
y :Pe

sitive
4-)

r
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Interestingly; only alx3itt half of the high schools offer-
Advanced Placement, courses, but 60% report tat they
have arrangements permitting some of .their students to
take courses at a nearby college or university.

Where matching data are available, we find Catholic
"high school prowarns.and students compare very favor-
ably with their public school counterperts. In James
Colemtes 1982-study2 comparing academic achievement
in public and., private schools (and the Non-Catholic

25% of the poorest kids are white, and, while-the first
phase_of oufstudy, does not address the issuedirectly, it
seems feasonable to conclude that some portion of the
minority population of Catholic high schools is drawn
from the middle clai).* ,

Identifying.the elements,.of effectiveness ivy* the sub-
ject of our research in progress (Phase II of the
NCEA/Ford study), but ',suspect we will fin the effective

'Catholic high school has established a climate that blends,
high expectations with individual and communal concern.,
Some field research" suggests that: while Catholic high
school .teaching styles tend to be very traditional in the
classroom, there are substantial and frequent teacher-stu-
dent contacts outside the classroom. The end result seems

. t

"

'Coleman, James S , Hoffer, Thomas and Kilgore, Sally, High School
Achtevirnent: Public, Catholic, and Private Schools Compatell. (New
York: Bask Books, 1982).

3Greeley, A. M., Catholic High School; and Minority Student& (New
Brunswick, NJ: Transaction, 1982).

4Bryk, A. S., Holland, IN B., Lee, V. E., it Carriedc, R., Effective
Catholic Schools: An Exploration, (Washington, DC: National
Catholic Educational Association, 1954). '
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,
to be a strong sense of _concerti anq community that
transcends the apparently teacher-centered:classrooms and
predominantly .hierarchical administrative structures.

To get batik to Greeley's maxim, with Which I said I
agreed.more, or less: in spite of. Father Greeley's'asseition,
the data dog not. show public schools doing bgtter with

*. the non-poor, but doing equally well, in terms of academic
achievement.'

!Here it-is impbrtalit to recall:that our schoolS haveon
agenda that includes but is *not-limited- to academic _

idaijevernent. Some of our strongest and apparently most
__successful schools. are serving:relatively' small nurntie Alof
poor kids directly, but they are trying, with what= they per-
ceive to be reasonable success, to open the hearts as well as
the minds of their students to issug'of social but
that, too, is mother talk.

Permit me to make one 'final run throvh the demo-
graphics. As you probably know, not all' Catholic high
schoolsore alike here are some inadequately condi:
tionect generalizations for which at least a modest case
cd'uld be Made from the data we've, turned up.

Within the three Catholic high schoolgovernance types
(private, diocesan, and, parochial), the private schools,
which, for the most part;are those sponso,red by religious
communities, seem to have the most stable enrollments,
the highest average family income (about $35,000), and the
strongest academic programs, probably begauSelthey have
the clearest commitment t& academic selectivity and col-
lege preparation. They represent 40% of the schoOls.

T e diocesan` sc ols ,are not .far behind_ on most
me . Their av family income is a bit ,mower
(about $ao,000, and t y have a somew broader view*
of their academic goals, although their commitment to a

, . ,
is

.
core curriculum s quite strong. They also represent about.
40% of the schools:

The parochial schools are the sinallestsgroup. They have
the largest percentage of poor students and they are
generally' struggling financially. Although they represent
about 20% of all. the schools, they tend, to be relatively
small, so they enroll Only almut 10% of all the students.

On the whole, Catholic high- schools tend ,to serve
white, Catholic, middle and lower middle class students,
but their populations are far less homogeneous than many.
people realize, and apparently less homogeneous than they
were 10 and 15 years ago. -

FOr example, non-Catholics,now represent 12% of the
Catholic high school student population, and their num-
bers are- growing (though less rapidly -than the non-
Catholic population of parochial elementary sthooli).

MinoritiesAre now 18% of the student population, with
Hispanics the largest group (8%); followed by blacks-(2%)
and Asians (2.5%). There is substantial regional variation

in the west and southwest, the Catholic high school
minority population is fully 38%:

Seven percent of our students come from families with
incomes under $10,000 the certifiably poor, by federal

I

4.

guidelines. Another 25% come from familig withincomes
between*. $10,000: and',$20,000 the working3xior.

Lgt rrie sfop the dash through the. demographic daisies
before-irou are overcome by the sweet, seductive: Sri-fell of
new statistics, and close with some general contments.
Without reliable earlier data (the beloved baseline),: it's
daitgerous bispeculateabourtrends, but -I suspe4 most of
'us are reasonably certain that a smaller 'percentage -of
Catholichlgh sChool.graduates-are choosing Catholic col-
leges.and universities today.-

4 vas surprised-to learn how manY'graduates go onto
publiC colleges, but I suppose I ach reflecting the skewed
experience of a -longtime resident of the-northeast;where
private education represents a larger, older and more .
secure segment of both thecollegiate and preccillegiate sec*-
'tors than:it-does in other pads of .the ctountry,.

Nevertheless, I suspect that . the apparently smaller
percentage .of- Catholic high school- graduates choosing
Cath=olic colleges suggests a problem that goes -beyond
finances-and demographics. I believe there is a gap,that
separates Catholic secondary and post-secondary educes
tors, and it may be widening. .>

When I was a i:tigh,school senior (in a splendid and fully
endowed tuition-free4Catholic high school, which shill re-
main nameless), I was, told that my application to.anlvy
League institution- was, an unacceptable breach of faith,
Since had incuned.a continuing moral obligation to _the
seamless gannenC of 'Catholic education when I had-ac-
cepted my high school scholarship. Now, at the time I bit
my lip, and vowed-that someday I would redreis, these
grievinces, bec6ining a Zorro of Catholiceducationzleai-_
ing his 'mark on -the exposed" flanks of-the-44-0:es of in-
justice. I moved quietly.on to-a small but-excellent Catholic
college, did some creditable gracluatemorkat Columbia,
and-then spent the next 25- years- in-Catholic education,
with much satisfaction, some frustration and-no. regrets.
The vision -of a, seamless:Catholic educational sySternin
1955 was undoubtedly provincial, although.for me it was
also providential:

And we've made progress, to be sure. We in Catholic
high schools no kinger believe that Harvard's unspoken
but true mission is to seduce souls, Nor do we believe that
Boston College's mission is to save sotilsbybuilding an in-
visible but impenetrable Thomistic shielii -around then,
But I,Wonder. if we still believe strongly enough that we are
one community, that we have'a common vision, expressed
in complex and diverse and' at ,timis perhaps awkward
ways, but at bottom a common vision, and that we-hatie
more to share than students and advahced placement
programs.

I don't offer this as an argument, and certainly don't
offer it as.an indictment, but'if there is a gap:- between
catholic secondary mei' post-secondary institutions,: then
I prOpose that we,see it as, a challenge, and an oppon.
tunity.

Isuspect we neecl:to begin pot with more cooperative
programs, but- with more conversation. It won't be easy,
We are all rgusy, and I'm notistie we have4levelopeclan
adequate Shared vocabulary to allow our.conversatibmin
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avoid ruptures caused by different understandings of
language. We may first need to develop a mutually
acceptable glossary if we are to understand one another.
The linguistic shoals include words like "Formation",
"Mission", :Sponsorship", "Lay-Religious Collabora-
tion", 'Teaching as Ministry", "Service", and "Com-
munity." These are powerful words, capable of carrying

variety of meanings, and generating strong feelings.
dtin't mean to overstate the case we have, a I ng

shared history, and we are the heirs of a great traditio

=0

but, as others have said, we are never simply custodians
of a tradition; we receive iewe enrich it or diminish it by
filtering it through the collander of our experience, an
then pass it on. I suspect ,we have a greater collective
capacity to enrich our common tradition than we realize.
Ihope our conversation today can make some small con-
tribution, to our common effort to serve the people of
God wisely and well.
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The Catholic College as Locus for Adult Degree Programs*

Mary Daniel O'Keeffe, OP

It was just three years ago that Patricia Cross noted:

While colleges are being warned to prepare for
new kinds of students, statistics document their
quiet arrival. Over 40 percent of this year's
entering students are part-time students, up from
30 percent just a decade ago; and a third are over
the age of 25.... While the literature exhorts us
to consider changing our ways to_accomraodate
the new learners, quite traditional colleges -arc
initiating non-traditional practices....1

Catholic colleges and itniversities were among the
institutions which mounted extensive adult degree pro-
grams in a decade when this "new clientele" caused one of
-the most significant shifts. to occur in higher education
since the 1960s.

If oae agrees with . Novak2 that "theory is always
grounded in autobiography," it would seem that the ser-
vice aspect historically associated with the mission. of
Catholic colleges would give- them a decided reason for
serving adults.. As predornkantly small colleges, Catholic
institutions have characteristics suited to the needs of
returning students. They are colleges which possess a
distinctive institutional purpose marked by moral and
spiritual-values; they, Are colleges which exist to serve the
individual. Catholic colleges sponsor-programs that offer
potential for improving the quality of life a sine qua
non for adults who "seek educational programs which go
beyond the academic"?

Catholic institutions as a group experienced a 35 per-
cent increase of undergraduate part-time adult students in
the 1970s. The Catholic women's colleges nearly doubled
that figure those remaining open at the end of the
'ttecade averaged a 69 percent increase.'

This marked difference in enrollment trends prornpted
me to research factors affecting the growth of adult
degree programs in Catholic women's colleges. A 72-item
instrnment, designed to ascertain general institutional

Mary Daniel O'Keeffe, 0,A, is Director of Academic
Advising at Saint Anselm College in Manchester, New.

-1.

Hainpshire.
'Based on a presentation to the Annual Meeting of the Association of
Catholic Colleges and Universities, January 30, 1965.

characteristics, administrative accommodations, teach-
ing/learning considerations, and administration of sup-
port services was mailed to the 42 Catholic four-year
women's colleges in the spring of 1983.

The survey received a 95.2 percent response with 38
colleges providing usable __data. This data yields the
following profile of adult degree-programs in Catholic
women's-colleges.

A Profile

Among the 38 responding colleges:

six began their adult degree programs between 1965
and`1969; fiye years later, 20 of the colleges had pro-
grams in place
while-all the women's col-4es admitted men to their
adults degree programs, only two colleges rephrted a
higher enrollment Of men than women
twenty -four of the colleges- offer adult students their
choice of weekday and evening courses; 14 add a
weekend course option (which usually attracts the
highest enrollments)
twelve of the colleges offer courses at sites other than
the home campus, although main campus enroll-
ments are the highest at all 38 institutions
thirteen of the institutions offer collaborative courses
With business and community agencies, such as
bachelors degree completion programs at hospitals
twenty-nine offer prior learning assessment, accept-)
ing as- many as 50 credits
twenty-three offer the traditional departmentaik
majors to returning adults, eleven offer only a liberal'
studies major, and four offer both
twenty-seven utilize at least 50% full-time faculty in
their adult degree programs

'Cross, K. P., Emerging lues in the Learning Society, (Paper pre-
sented at the Boston College Conference on Encouraging Part-Time
anclqidult EnrollMents, Chestnut Hill, MA 1962).

21slovak,M.Mscent of the Mountain, Flight of the Dove, (New York:
Harper & Row,-1971).

3Weathersby, R. P., k Taruie, J. M., Adult Development: Implica-
tions for Higher Education (Washington, DC: American Associatioh
of Higher Education-ERIC, 1960).

'Bartell, E.C., e.S.C., Project &7r Enrollment, Finances and Student
Aid at Catholic Colleges and Universities (Washington, DC..Issocia-
tion of CathollcZolleges and Universities, 1960).
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thirty of the adult degree programs are administered
by a "division' of continuing education, and two by
a separate "school" of continuing education; six insti-
tutions have established no separate administrative
structure for their adult degree programs
directors of continuing education at these women's
colleges consider administration and counseling their
most important duties, with student recruitment and
marketing not far behind
directors! major concerns include a felt lack of insti-
tutional support services for the adults and their pro-
grams, and a need for faculty development program_ s
.andfinancial aid.

tzrase Studies

Survey information was supplemented with three
intensive case studies to provide in-depth information on
growth of programs. The College of Notre Dame of
Maryland; the College of Mount St. Joseph, and Mary-
mount Manhattan-College were selected for on-site visits,
based upon factors including administrative structure,

length of institutional sponsorship, patterns of enroll-
ment, magnitude of degree programs and support ser-
vices, and institutional setting.

Their adult degree programs were examined along
three dimensions: participative, organizational and
administrative.

Participative Dimension: Between 87.5 and 96.5 Percent
of students attending the three institutions Were women.
The mean age of adults at entrance was 32 with an age -
range! of 40 years. While these students had been away
from formal education for an average of nine -years,
approximately 75 percent of them had previous college
education.

The diversity in ages at.entrance, years away from for-
mal education, and %educational backgrounds illustrate
the heterogeneous nature of adult students and attendant
planning demands on institutions. The high percentage of
adults with previous postsecondarlf education has impli-
cations for articulation policies between community insti-
tutions.

Most adult learners in these colleges match those de-
scribed by Aslanian and Brickell:s they are in life and
career transitions and seek education for credentialing
and upward, mobility. Although pragmatic in their orig-
inal intent- to return to school, these students stated that
they found intellectual stimulation a motivator after they
enrolled.

The colleges responded to adults career aspirations by
providing orientation workshops and career seminars, by
introducing career components into the curriculum, and
by setting up strong advisement programs and peer sup-
port groups.

5Aslanian, C.B., & Brickell, H.M., Americans in Transition: Life
Changes as Reasons for Adult Learning, (New York. College Entrance
Examination-Board, 1980).

To a large extent, location -seems to have determined
enrollment patterns. Evening sessions meet the needs of
Marymount Manhattan students, while the Weekend
College draws the largest enrollments at Notre Dame and
Mount St. Joseph. The two colleges with ,continuing
education day programs rote the limitations of this
market. These day programs remain examples of the
expansion and contraction characteristic of shifting adult
markets. "

The key to attracting adults in these institutions seems
to be flexibility and responsiveness to adult learning
needs liberal transfer credit policies, prior learning
credit, credit by examination, independent learning com-
ponents, multiple delivery modes, and cross-registration
in programs.

Organizational Dimension: The desire to raise institu-
tionral visibility, the decision to meet 411e needs of return-
ing women in the early 1970s, the need to'compensatgior
actual or kojected decline in traditional age enrollment,
and the influence of such programs as Mundelein's Week-'
end College were shaping forces in the organization of
programs at these three institutions.

The colleges recognized that the needs of adult learners
were different-and they prog(mmed especially for them.
In the beginning, program daectors were 'given latitude
to experiment rapidly, and programs had only a.minimal'
degree of marginality. With the multiplication of delivery
modes, continuing education in these colleges became
formalized. This d_ id-not impede growth or creativity but
focused attention on consistent planning and equity of
resources for-all programs.

In the two institutions with centralized (divisional)
programming, scheduling, and administration, care was
taken to avoid separateness and to stay integrated with
the core values governing the-colleges. Both centralized
and decentralized structures have experienced success; in
both types of structures, the major concern has been the
creation of an organizational arrangement to respond
quickly to the ever-changing needs of returning adults.

Each college anticipated student needs through-market-
ing surveys of their communities; results of the surveys
and data on enrolled students form the basis of ongoing
planning and reorganization.

Administrative DiMension: Strong presidential leader-
ship in initiating programs and sound administrative
practices played a key role in program development at
each of the three crlleges, Risk - taking,., action-oriented
presidents, highly visible in their communities, "altered
agendas so that new priorities [received] enough atten-
tion"6 These presidents chose entrepreneurial program
altninistrators to carry out innovative planning, allo-
cated personnel and financial resources for program equi-
ty, and approved extensive support services to strengthen

6Peters, & Waterman, R.H., Jr., In Search of Excellence (New
York: Warner Books, 1982).



retention. Because the presidents had assumed proactive
rather than reactive postures to the adult education
movement, their institutions became leaders' in their com-
munities.

The colleges restricted the number of majors offered in
each program and giouped disciplines, for example,
under Business, Human Services, and Communications.
They allow students to cross-register in all campus pro-
grams to minimize degree completion time and provide
wider choices in course selection. Two of the thlee offer
courses at off-campus sites.

Quality is maintained by assigning full-time faculty to
teach in all sessions. Administrators admitted a challenge
in keeping a balance between 'full-time faculty and ad-
juncts, and in identifying suitable faculty for adult
classes. Although faculty in-service training on adult
learning has begun in two colleges, administrators at all
three institutions stated the need for increased attention
to faculty development.

The colleges make wide use of media, in heightening
and reinforcing their images through advertising, news,
feature articles, or special brochures.

, The case studies appear to support the importance of
personalized programs which reflect respect and concern
for adult needs. Initially felt, this personalism was,
according to students interviewed, a major factor in
attracting and retaining them. Most students spoke of
unhappy experiences in larger colleges which, they
claimed, looked upon them as numbers." It may be
noted, also, that the size of the colleges was large enough
administratively to permit experimentation, yet small
enough to adapt easily to change.

Besides the size of the college, studem:, indicated that
the reputation of the college, the quality of its programs,
proximity to home and workplace, and flexibility in
scheduling were major factors in their decisions to enroll.
Surprisingly, the fact that these are women's colleges was
not an. important influencing factor.

Identifying competing providers of continuing educa-
tion, assessing met and unmet needs of adults in the com-
munities, allocating resources, and maintaining visibility,
to a large extent determined the direction and magnitude
of programs. The marketing image of continuing educa-
tion in these colleges appears to depend on the image of
the total institution, the uniqueness of programs, and the
reputation of service to the adult learner. An early
marketing position in the community seems to be a
significant factor in high enrollment.

This study supports the assumption that Catholic Col-
leges, as small colleges with personalized degree pro-
grams and support services, can be welcoming institu-
tions for adult students if they mount creative, responsive
programs geared to unmet needs of their communities.
The variety of programming approaches would suggest
that there is no single or best way to develop programs
for adult learners. Accessible, flexible programs aligned
with the mission of the institution, and unique in the face
of competing providers would-appear to be most - attrac-

t
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tive to adult students and most beneficial to institutions
serving them.

i

Adult Education at Other Catholic Institutions

ratholic colleges and universities spOnsor a rich-diver-
sity of adult degree programs in a variety of formats. A
cross section of continuing education activities in these
colleges highlights the diversity in program emphases.

Mundelein College in Chicago has pioneered multi-
generational _proKrams in the Midwest since 19654 The
College offers an integrated curriculum to traditional and
continuing education students, and its Weekend College
was the prototype for similar programS developed
throughout the country. The opportunity for adult reen-
try, students to' build skills in writing, critical thinking,
reading, and math is offered in special Survival Skills
clinics and seminars. The Mundelein Credit for Academ-
ically Relevant Experience (CARE) allows students to
seek credit for learning related to the College's academic
disciplines or for areas considered a reasonable extension
of Mundept`r Program. r

Patte ed after the Mundelein program, Aquinas Col=
lege q ened its Encore program in 1969. The degree com-
pletion program includes special seminars t _at rivet
weekly for eight weeks allowing a student to e a max-
imum of 12 credits in a semester. The seminr are re-
entry learning experiences and include -such !courses as
Modem Drama, Contemporary Fiction, 'CI Current
Social Issues. Encore functions more as a cou seling pro-
gram with seminars assisting neiv students rough the
transitional period. g the second year, the Encore
student can petition or life experience credit

Career Action, Aquinas' other adult rogram, is
designed for the career-oriented student. It is a evening
credit program leading to a degree which also offers a
certificate at midpoint. While the Encore stiticientis even-
tually integrated into the regular college curriculum, the
Career Action student has a full curricular irrogram. The
theoretical courses in the program are taught by regular
members of the full-time faculty. Aquinas 'recruits highly
qualified practitioners to teach the pract cal courses in
this program. . . .

The College recently has placed, a neW emphasis on
"age-integrated learning." It has restructhred what was
formerly "a college within a college" so teat the 'onus for
making age-integrated learning happen falls to all admin-
istratorsistrators and faculty. A similar restruc ring has taken
pliCe at Carlow College..

Stonehill College, on the other hand, maintains a self-,
contained Evening College for the ap roximately 1,090
students who attend each semester. A out half of these
are degree candidates and about 85 perFent of the special
students are college graduates, ranging from asSociate
degree holders to Ph.D.'s and M.Dt's.' This ,/tructure
serves Stonehill well in allowing dug division to respond
dynamkally to the changing needs ofladults In the area.

Like the case study colleges, Stonehill's population
doubled in its early years and now has leveled off. The
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College is continually planning new programs to attract
new adult learners.

Stonehill's Evening College has its own student govern-
ment, its own honor- society, and a special scholarship
fund to supplement Pell grants. Highest registratiOns at
Stonehill are in Business and Nursing, a similarity found
in many colleges.

The Weekend College at Alverno enrolls over 900
students. The sessions are held every other week and
women 'attending, full-time can earn .a degree in four
years. What is unique to the Alverno program is its com-
petency curriculum. Whether Weekend students have
selected Business .and Management, Nursing, or Profes-
sional Communication, they must master a minimum of
four levels in each of eight competencies. Some of the
assessment takes place in classes but most is conducted
through the College's Assessment Center, staffed by
Alvemo faculty and more than 100 professionals from
the local community. An Experiential Learning Seminar,
required for Business and Management and Professional
Communications majots, demands that adults reflect on
and conceptualize learn- ing that comes from work experi-
ence.

Two colleges with separate schools of continuing
'education have approached adult learning in very dif-
ferent ways. The College of New Rochelle, which re-
ceived the Lifelong Learning Medallion for excellence in
adult education from the Adult Education Association,
created' non-traditional liberal arts programs for those
living or working in communities in the New York area.
Since 1972, over 2,000 students have graduated from the
College's New Resources program conducted at the New
Rochelle campus as well as at Co-op City, South Bronx,
the New York Theological Seminary, and Brooklyn and
Harlem extensions.

The New Resources model emphasizes principles of
adult learning in six-credit seminars spanning life

sciences, social sciences, humanities, and physical
sciences. The seminars incorporate independent learning
projects, 'tress dialogue between adult learners, and are
taught bi academics as well as professionals in the com-
munity. The philosophy of the School o New Resources
underscores adults taking initiative for designing cur-
riculum in consultation with faculty and staff.

Marywood, an undergraduate women's college of 1800
students, opened the Gillet School in 1981. The school
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has three programs. An evening college enrolling 586
students has a majority of males; about 55 percent are
degree-seeking. The School's Off-Campus Degree pro-
gram serves an additional 300 students from Saudi
Arabia to Washington, and from Texas to Alaska. Two
two-week campus residencies for course work are re-
quired. Faculty involved in the off-campus degree pro-
gram have regularly scheduled office hours for telephone
conferencing. Marywood's Gillet School also offers a
number of credit service courses for area nursing schools
and hospitals.

St. Louis University's. Metropolitan College, founded
in 1962, had as its major initial focus the training of lay
Catholics. Ten years later, Father Paul Reinert, S.J., ex-
tended the College to serve adults within a 50 mile radius
of the University. The College has nine satellite campuses
organized to serve transitional needs in the community.
One program in the tri-county area is designed to be a
completion program for adults who received an associate
degree from a nearby junior college. The College services
a large number of employees of credit unions and finan-
cial corporations and has two-on-site centers at South-
western Bell. Metropolitan has its own in-house Program
for the EvaluatiOn of Vontraditional Learning (PENCIL)
and is in the proCessf6f establishing a regional center for
skills assessment for adults in career transition.

Time limits mentioning only a cmss-s. eiction of other
institutions typical of Catholic colleges serving adult
learners. Marylhurst's- College .of Lifelong Learning,
Notre Dame's Center for Lifelong Learning, Caldwell's
External Degree program, Boston College's EYening Col-
lege,. and, St. Mary of-the-Woods Wonien's External
Degree prograni, like many- others are reaching adults in
practical yet innovative ways.

This research, and discussions with' a number of con-
tinuing education directors and presidents, leads me to
conclude that AquinasCollege 'President Norbert Hruby
has said it well "Community education is a noble enter-
prise...a creative response to the learning needs of
people...It can give the institution a new reason to exist,
a new mission to perform, a new ,importance on the
educational scene a new visibility".7

7firuby, N.J., A Survival Kit for invisible Colleges, (Boulder, CO:
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, 1950).
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Are Catholic Colleges Still Catholic?

William J. Parente

With a dissatisfaction presumably divine, the integrity of
Ainerican Catholic colleges has perennially been ques-
tioned. Thirty years ago an article in the Homiletic and
Pastoral Review was titled, "Are Catholic Colleges Aca-
demically Respectable? "I<

More recaitly, the same journal cover-storied an-ar-
ticle titled, "Catholic Colleges and Consumer Protection,"
which asked whether such institutions were still Catholic
and answered negatively. Parents and students should
beware of buying such a product.2

This question has been asked and this negative answer
given more frequently of late. An article in the conserva-
tive Catholic journal, Fidelity, only a few months ago was
titled, "Is Notre Dame Still Catholic?"' Again, the answer
was in the negative.. An article by Harvard sociologist
David Riesman, a non-Catholic, in Change magazine, con-
trasted American Catholic colleges unfavorably with Prot-
estant evangelical colleges in terms of adherence to their
religious foundations.' Riesman concludes his essay with
the observation:

many readers will have noted, I would imagine, that Up
to this point I have not mentioned Catholic colleges as
among those maintaining not only overt student defet-
ence but internalized student acquiescence in Christian
campus norms. In fact, I do not know a single Catholic
college of which this can today be said. It would not be
too farfetched to suggest that a kind of Protestant
Reformation has occurred within Catholicism in the
Western world and that as more and more religious
have have "kicked the habit" and laicized the institu-
tions, one cannot speak of a truly Catholic college in the
way that one can speak, let us say, of Mennonite col.
loges or a Southern Baptist colleges

Riesman. refers to our institutions as the "once-Catholic
colleges'b which have followed the original Protestant co-
lonial colleges into a secular mode.

A Washingtoii Post article asked, "How Secular is
Georgetown University?"' A New York Review of Books
essay by Loyola University of Chicago.philosophy profes-

.

Dr. Parente is Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at
the University of Scranton. This,paper wfis presinted at
the Annual Conference of the Middle Atlantic Historical
Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities, March,.
30, 1985, at Caldwell College in New Jersey.

,

sor Thomas Sheehan, claimed with satisfaction that an
agnostic "libetal consensus" dominated Catholic higher
education." Historian James Hitchcock in an article appear-
ing in the Catholic Mind argued with dissatisfaction that
"too many Catholic colleges have become effectively
secular."'

Homosexuals have attacked in the Super* Court of the
District of Columbia Georgetown University's non-
recognition of their organizations precisely on the ground
that Georgetown claims the protection of the First Amend-
ment falsely, the homosexuals claim, because Georgetown
is no longer a truly Catholic college?' St. Louis University,
another Jesuit, institution, was attacked last year by a
joumalist-alucnnus for its sexual permissiveness and Marx-
ist political orientation which bespoke "the school's chang-
ing identity.""

A decade earlier, Pope Paul VI, in addressing the
presidents of Jesuit universities, struck the same theme:

In recent years some Catholic universities have become,
convinced that they can better respond to the various
problems of man and his world by playing down their
own. Catholic character. But what has been the effect of

I Edward J. Power, "Are Catholic Colleges Academically Respec-
table?", Homilectic and Pastoral Review, LVI (June 1956), p. 734-742.

2 Charles E. Rice, "The Catholic College and Consumer Protection,"
Homiletic and Pastoral Review, LXXXII (July 1982), p. 18-27.

3 E. Mich1el Jones, is Notre Dame Still Catholic?" Fidelity, Ill (June
1984), 18-26.

4 David Riesman, -'The Evangelical Colleges: Untroubled by the
Academic Revolution," Changer LIV (January-February 1981), p.
13-20..

$ Ibid., p.14 and 713
6 Ibid., p. 20.
7 Neill Devins, Now Secular Is GeorgetOwn University?", Washington

Post; September 12,1902, p. B 38. ,
'Thomai Sheehan, "Revolution in the Church," New York Review of
-nooks, XXXI (June 14,1984), p.1.34-39: See also the comments on this
article in Commohweal, August 10, September 21, and October 5,
1984, by fifteen - Catholic intellectuals and the further analysis in
Fellowship of Catholic Scholars Newsktter, VIII (NOvembet 1964), tr.
11-3.

9 James F. Hitchoci, "How Is a College or University Catholic in Prac-
tice?", Catholic Mind, LXXIV, 111299 (January 1976), p. 7-21; Hitch-
cock's remarks were originally printed in the Delta Epsilon Sign9
Bulletin, XX, #2 (May 1975), P. 40-53, following his address of ;aim at
the January 1975 NCEA meeting in Washington, DC.

10 Lawrence &miller, "Georgetown University Horposekuals Cite Con-
st Aution,, Morality in Quest for Recognition,',' Chronicle of Higher
P:clucation, XXIX, #20 (January 30,1965), p.13-16.
Dick Gokikimp, "God, Sex, Revolution and the Single Girl at St.
Louis University," Fidelity, III (June, 1964), pp. 12-15 and 26-20.
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this trend? The principles and values of the Christian
religion have been watered down and weakened; they
have been replaced by a humanism which has turned
out to be really a secularization. Morals with the uni-
versity community have degenerated to the point
where many young people no longer perceive the beau-
ty and attractiveness of the Christian virtues.'2

Sounding the consumentheme, the Holy Father noted
that the Catholic laity was growing indifferent to the fate of
these institutions precisely because of their lack of
Catholicity."

Doubtless in response to such perceptions, a number of
new Catholic colleges have been established in the last
decade with the declared aim of providing Catholics with

choice not an echo." Such institutions as Christendom
College in Front Royal, Virginia, Magdalen College in New
Hampshire, and the late Cardinal Newman College at St.
Louis were inaugurated because their founders were
"dismayed by the systematic and progressivedismantling
over the past fifteen years of the fine academic seriousness
and truly Catholic quality of many of our colleges and
universities.""

In this paper, on the basis of a decade as a student in
Catholic collegiate institutions and fifteen years as dean of
a Jesuit college, I want to exanune from a somewhat
broader, perspective the question of the Catholic nature of
our colleges. -

By "broader" I mean to avoidembroilment in the issue of
theological orthodoxy, which .along with political leftism is
at the heart of much of the controversy cited above. As I
am not a theologian, I can contribute little to the
ecclesiastical discussion beyond the observation that the
theology departments of our colleges are unlikely to, be
other than representative of the general theological
spectrum in the Church at large and no more politically
conservative than the American bishops themselves.

In answering affirmatively the question, "Are Catholic
Colleges Still Catholic?", I would rather focus on the role of
Catholk colleges in the perpetuation of the Catholic
tradition. It was Edmund Burke who wrote that in every
institution there is "a sure principle of conservation, and a
sure principle of transmission, without at all excluding a
principle of improvement."" Conservation, transmission,
improvement oftie Catholic tradition; that- is the primary

4 role of Catholic 'Colleges.
In elaborating, this point of view, I-would focus on five

aspects of Catholic higher education: 1., curriculum; 2.
course content; 3. faculty; 4. institutional service to the
church; and 5. institutional ethos.

12 Pope Paul VI, 'The Perennial Mission of the Catholic University,"Ad-
chess to the Presidents and Rectors of the Catholic Universities Admih-
istered by the Society of Jesus, August 6,1975, The Pope Spealss,AX,
03-4 (Winter 1975), p. 234-238, a35 -236. -

u Aoki.,
14 RaymOnd V. Schoder, S.J., The Genesis and Goals of-Cardinal

Neviman Colleoe,"`Homiletic and Pastoral Review, LXXVII (February
1976, p. 59-62.

15 Edmund Burke, Rekctions on the Revolution in France (Indianapolis:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1955), p. 36:
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Let me develop each of these aspects from the point of
view of conserving, transmitting, and -improving what I
take to be the Catholic, tradition. In doing this I will focus
on my own institution, the University of Scranton, just as
Many of the criticisms cited above grow out of the writers'
analyses of their own institutions. There are at present ac-
cording to the Association of Catholic Colleges and Uni-
versities some 235 Catholic higher education institutions in
the country. As a larger sample of this group, r will, also
focus on the 28 Jesuit colleges and universities.

' ..

., Curriculum

I believe virtually all Catholic colleges are distinctive in
the accent they place on the study of theology and philos-
ophy. The University of Scranton, for example, requires of
its 400C) undergraduates in three different colleges 9 credits
of theology and ,9, credits of philosophy. The latter
philosophy requirement specifies,an introduction to the
discipline, followed by a general ethics course for all
students. Caldwell 'College, to choose another instilution
at random, requires-9 credits of.theology and 6 credits of
philosophy. Broadening our sample, all 28 Jesuit college
and university level institutions require courses in theology
ancLphilosophy. These requi Ms range from 12 credits
in philosophy at Marquette, R khurst, LeMoyne, Spring .
Hill and my own alma mater, avier, to only 3 credits at
Holy Cross and Santa Clara. The average for the 28
institutions is 8 required semester credits in philosophy..

Similarly, the 28 Jesuit institutions show a range in the
theology requirement from 12 credits at Xavier and Spring
Hill to a minimum 3 crediti at Holy Cross. Half of the 28
institutions require at least 9 credits in theology with the
average at 7.5 semester credits.16

This is spectacular, I believe, for al number of reasons:
first, because such courses commonly continue- among
educated elites in this country the ecclesiastical tradition of
the importance of theology as the Queen of Sciences and
the longer tradition in the West of philosophy as a
discipline which raises fundamental questions about the
purpose of life and code 'of conduct by which it mighte
lived. Even to raise these Issues is in this period of hbty a
significant service to our society, to our "consumers" and
V) the Church.

Secondly, it should be noted that these specific corere-
quirement courses in theology and philosophy are in excess
of -other more general humanities requirements in the
disciplines-of literature, art, history, and language. Thus,
the University of Scranton requires not only 18 credits in
theology and philosophy but also- another 18 credits in

_.

16 Fact Files (1977-1983), Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities,
Washington, DC, 'September 1083; Issue 119, Core Curricula, January

ary 1963), p. 6. Source: ey of AIM College; and Univenitks,
1,19e3. See summaryin Report, VI, #5 (Janu-

ary
IVO,. Holy. Crass ter addedtheoloiy and philosophy re-

quirements; these are reikcted in my summary.
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what we call a Humanities Area of history, literatUre and
art, and even a further 9 credits in composition, rhetoric
and elementaryiintermediate foreign language,. which
some non-purists might also onstrue as humanistic
studies, fora minimum total of 36 hUmanities credits and a
maximum of 45an extraordinary tolal in an era which
laments the neglect of the humanities.°

Similarly, Caldwell College, besides its 15 credit theol,
,,gyiphilosophy commitment, requires in its core an addi-
tional 15 credits of fine arts, English, and language and
another 6 credits of European history, which it construes as
a social science.

It should also be noted that students in Catholic colleges
often take more credits in the humanities and in the theol-
ogy/philosophy area than those merely "required", by
taking such courses as part of their electives, their minor,
their major or double-major. The frequent choice of these
courses is testimony to the popularity of the courses and
teachers behind them.

Thirdly, it should be noted that these relatively heavy
requirerrients in theology and philosophy as well as in the
humanities generally are carried on in the face of intense
competition for curricular -space from the accrediting
agencies in the various professional disciplines: The
American Chemical Society, the National League for Nurs-
ing, the American Physical Therapy. Alociation, the
American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business,
and the like.

In our own situation at the University of Scranton, we
require 152 semester credits for our bachelor's degree in
physical therapy because we insist on our students having
not only the professional and clinical courses demanded by
the APTA but also the approximately 60 credits demanded
by our core curriculumincluding '18 credits in
philosophy/theology. Similarly, we require 144 credits in
our pre-medical biology major (which annually places over
50 students into American medical schools); 147 credits in
our biochemistry maj6r, 136 in communications and
computer science, 137 in nursing, etc.all of these
exceeding the 127 credit minimum required for graduation
from the university.

Catholic colleges then are still Catholic in holding to
theology and philosophy requirements at great Cost to the
student and to the institution, A University of Scranton
freshman will pay close to $3,000 tuition for these theology
and philosophy credits before he or she graduates.,The
University's recniment effort is made considerably more
difficult, by requiring more, credits than secular
rivalscredits which may not seem as immediately prac-
tical as courses in computer science, accounting, or
iisychology, Obviously, our ability to successfully recruit
depends upon the desire of consumers for such a
curriculum.

In his report, To Reclaim a Legacy, on the state of the
humanities in American higher education, William Bennett
deplores the low esteem in which the humanities are held,
Bennett's report is an unfortunately highly secular view of
the humanitiesavoiding, for example, even to mention

theology or religious studies as a discipline within the
humanities.17

Bennett's report, however, does recognize in its section
on curriculum

the diverse nature of higher education under whose
umbrella are institutions with different histories,
philosophies, educational purposes, student body
characteristics, and religious and cultural traditions.
Each institution must decide for itself what it considers
an educated person to be and what knowledge that
person should possess.ls

It seems to me that Catholic colleges have for the most
part made their decision and decided that educated Catho-
lics should have an appreciation of their theological
tradition and of the history of Western philosophy and
ethics. In addition, our colleges in effet have taken heed of
William Arrowsmith's warning against a too-broad,
smorgasbord approach to the study of the humanities,
preferring to focus on theology and philosophy without
eschewing other humanistic disciplines."

Course Content

A second characteristic of the Catholicity of our collies
is found, I believe, in the specific content of our courses,
irrespective of curricular design. Let me use my own
institution as a case study.

Thus, among 36 philosophy courses offered in a depart-
ment of 12 full-time faculty, all with the doctorate, are such
courses as Logic, Metaphysics, Epistemology, Ancient,
Medieval, Philosophy' of Religion, Aquinas, Newman:
Idea of a University, The Philosophy of Christian Healing,
General Ethics, Medical Ethics, Business Ethics, Computer
Ethics, Language and the Existence of God, Mysticism East
and West, Appetites and Passions, Philosophy of
Sexuality-,.to mention:only the 17 most obvious courses
with content important to the conservation, transmission,
and improvement of the Catholic tradition.

Even less obvious philosophy courses often = have a
decidedly Catholic content: thus, a course on the.Phehom-
enology of Human Ambition focuses on Janis Joplin,
Hitler, Vince tombarcli, and Ignatius Loyola;,a course on
Existentialism gives great play to Gabriel Marcel;
philosophy Jof law covers Aquinas' teaching in detail. The
four Jesuits and eight laypersons (Catholic and non-
Catholic) in the department meet annually in their classes
over 4000 studentsvirtually the entire undergraduate
student body.

17 See text of Bennetrs report in the Chronicle of Higher Education. XX-
IX (Nov. 211, 1964), p. 1641. As examples of the avoidance of '
recognizing theology or religkius .studies as "humanities" note
paragraph one of the text here and paragraph ten and paragraph thir-
teen. In citing the official federal legislation, Bennett does at last in
paragraph eighteen inchide.comparative religion as a proper humani-
ties subject.

17.
19 Quoted by Bennett as one of the consultants to the Bennett Report, .

Ibid. p, 17. Among thi 31 rinbers of the Study Group assembled by
Bennett for the Report, .only one was from a catholic institution: Sr.
Candida Lund, Clancellor, Rosary Coll* (Ill.).
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John T. Noonan, Jr., in a brilliant essay on "American
Catholics and the Intellectual Life," remarks on the richness
Of the philosophy department at a Catholic institution:

The Catholic universities I know best have been
marked by-this kind of cosmopolitanism. Whim the
philosophy departments- of any secular universities
clung to the dominant Anglo-American tradition of
positivism, the departments of these (Catholic)
universities have been hosts to Thomistn,
existentialism, phenomenology. personalism.2°

Similarly, there is "attention given to sacred tradition of
Eastern and Western churches" in the Fine Arts- depart-
ment's course on Medieval and Renaissance Music taught
by a Sister of StJoseph with a doctorate in medieval music
from Catholic Pniversity of America.

Our history department offers six-credit courses on
Byzantine Civilization, Medieval History, Ancient
History, Renaissance and _Reformation, as well as a
semester-length course on American Ecclesiastical History.

The English department offers courses on Modern
British Literature, the catalog description of which specifieS
Gerard Manley Hopkins, T. S. Eliot, Graham Greene, and
Evelyn Waugh among the authors covered. There _are
semester1ength courses on Hopkins, Flannery O'Connor,
The Bible, Dante, Chaucer, and Miltonall reflecting the
desire of the department, the faculty, and the institution to
transmit a great deal of the tradition of Christian
humanism.

A course in the English department's "Masterworks"
would include-books of the Bible; the philosophy depart-
ment's Great Books course would cover Augustine's Con-
fessions; a course on Rutsian drama, the plays of Blok; a
course on -Solzhenitsyn, his religious prose poems and
short stories and letter to the Patriarch Pimen; a Course on
European history, the triurnphs and tragedies of the
Church. .

The fifty courses offered by the department of theology
include seven different scripture courses, two courses on
the Ministry for seminarians, a course on the Society of
Jesus, The Greek Fathers, Spiritual Classics (Augustine to
Avila to John Paul's Sign of Contradiction), the Theology
of the Byzantine Church's, a course on Suffering, another
on Ways of Prayer (which requires a faith commitment of
those who would sign up for it), and a number of courses
on Christian marriage. There are courses on the Theology
of the Holocaust and on Jewish Theological Thought
taught by a rabbi; courses on the Protestant Tradition
taught by a minister; courses on the Supreme Court and
Church-State. issues, John Paul II and Catholic Social
Thought,- Eastern-Christian Spirituality "with'a particular
'emphasis upOp Sts. Athanasius, Gregory o/ Nyssa and
Gregory Palarnas." There are courses on Foundational

`Christian Ethics which analyze "the lives of Thorias
Merton, Mother Theresa, and (the late Jesuit) Walter
Ciszek."

John T. Noonan, Jr., "American Catholics and the Intellectual Life,'
Grose Currents, vol. 31, No. 4 (Winter 19E42), p. 436.

I have touched.upon only half of the theology courses,
virtually-all of which-are filled to our customary limit of15
students and which together enroll 4000 annually.

Finally, I might mention- our interdisciplinary courses,
one of which is requited of all students in their junior or
senior year. Among the twelve interdisciplinary courses we
now offer are such selections as "Is Capitalism Christian?"
an analysis of the bishops pastoral letter: "a philosophical,
theological, and economic inquiry into the nature of
capitalism and the riatureof-Christianity todeterinine the
compatibility between them' The Medieval -World
(Chaucer, Petrarch, Occam, Wyclif) i Human. Rights,
taught by a theologian and a philosopher; Mysticism and
Contemplation ("Highest concerns of religion and
philosophy are devoted toward a Supreme and Ultimate
Seine); Great Lives (Thomas More, inter alias); the
Dynamics of World Hunger;. and Parenting.

In short, I:suggest that apart from the question of cur-
ricular-requirements, the choice and content- of many of
our courses, in some instances their very nature, reflect our
Catholic tradition and our Catholic concerns. I think it
likely that nearly all Catholic colleges have similar courses
which are not ordinarily foundcertainly not in such
abundanceat secular. institutions. While a large state
university might have in its repertoire some of these
courses, I suggest that they would not,be as pervasive as in
our curriculum at Scranton and would not affect as great a
proportion of the student body.

Finally, I would note that the values-laden courses
business ethics, medical ethics, and philosophy oflawNpr
exampleare further supported by strong departmentill
recommendations from the pre- professional-departments:
nursing, biology, accounting, physical therapy, medical
technology, pre-law, marketing, _management, et al.

faculty

A third aspect of the-Catholicism ofolktcolleges is the
faculty and their living experience of the Catholic tradition.
This is a complex issue. For example, as-the number of
those faculty -in,religibus congregations decline, the ques-
tion of the Catholicism of our institutions becomes Mayas-
ingly-a responsibility-for -lay facultyalthough onenotes
that here at-Caldwell College over 30%- of the full-time
faculty and 27% of the adjunct-faculty are members of
religious congregations or ckrirs.

However, in this paper I- want to focus on the educa-.
tional origins of those faculty--;lay, religious, or other-
wisewho teach at our institutions. It is these facultywho
conserve, transmit, and hopefully imprOve the Catholic
tradition. .

Thus,,at Caldwell 25 of-38 full-timefaculty (66%), hold
*least one degree from a Catholic coilege.-4t my own.in-
stitution, the University of Sczantont 120 of-200 full-time
faculty (60%).hold at least one degree from a Catholic insti-
tution. _Almost tworthirds of these hold,two degrees from

-cot and universities, Similarly, 80% of the
administrators and 87% of those professional staff- with-
-degrees hold at least one degree from a Catholic college. To
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choose another Jesuit school at random, St. Peter's
College, we find an even higher proportion of full-time
faculty (63%) holding a degree from a Catholic college. It
should be noted that 70% of this group hold atleast two
degrees from Catholic institutions. Nor does this take
account of faculty with degrees from non-Catholic
denominational institutions such as Yeshiva and Ohio
Wesleyan.

I suggest. that such heavy concentration of faculty
educated in Catholic colleges carries on the tradition of
Catholic higher education. In, part, it is responsible for yitt
curricular and course choices indicated above and for the
content of these courses and their ideological thrust.

Finally, the research interests of these faculty must be
noted. At my own institution, our philosophers write
books on business and medical ethics; our theologians
write books og, episcopal statements; our English faculty
write on the medieval iconography (Vary; our historians
on Archbishop Hughes of New York and the Slavery
Question; our sociologists design questionnaires for the
diocese; our administrators write on such issues as
"Catholic Colleges and the Question of Abortion."

This is of course not to say that faculty who hold all their
degrees from secular f.1 stitut ions can not or do not
contribute to the Catholic mission of the entPrprise.
Indeed, many such faculty come to teach at Catholic insti
tutions because they find there a welcome for their teach-
ing and. research interests. Nor is this to overlook the
criticism that such high concentrations of faculty from
within our own tradition may be faulted on academic
grounds or as "inbreeding." Nonetheless, I believe that
such concentrations are -useful in perpetuating a Catholic
tradition in the college community and among its,students.

0

Institutional Service to the Church"

In answering affirmatively the question; "Are Catholic
Colleges Still Catholic?" I would point also to the institu-
tional service which our colleges regularly perform for the
Church. Again, -the topic is susceptible of a lengthy treat-
ment but let me briefly give some examples.

The University.of Scranton serves as the educational in-
strument through which the serttinarians of the Diocese of
Scranton earn their baccalaureate degree'. Our College of
Arts and Sciences in fact offers a special major for the
seminarians called Christian Tradition; The Bishop of
Scranton, Jameis C. Timlin, is by invitation a member of
our Board of Trustees. Throughout the country, as part of
an effort to upgrade academic standards and to meet ac-
creditation needs, many diocesan seminaries have affiliated
With Catholic universities for this purpose.

Similarly, Caldwell-College, with its certificate program
for the Archdiocesan School of Liturgical Music and its
minor in Liturgical Music, offers service directly to the
institutional Chdrch.

A review of similar endeavors by the 28 Jesuit. universi-
ties during the current academic year reveals such enter-
prises as Boston College's Institute of Religious Education
and the Mexican American Cultural Center offering a
master's program in Hispanic Ministry in both Boston and

p
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San Antoniofl Marquette University offers "Computers
for Clergy" through its Continuing Education division and
its School of Education runs an educational clinic for inner-
city Catholic schools, the cost for the latter program being
borne by-the Jesuit Community of the University.22

The University of Santa Clara held a three-day forum in
January, on the Pastoral Letter on the Economy which
brought' together 15 theologians, economists and political
scientists and 9 bishops.v

The,conference of business deansof the Association of
Jesuit, Colleges and Universities devoted part of its annual
meeting last October to a discussion of the papal encycli-
cal, Human Work."

F ve Jesuit universities were among a consortium of 15
Cat lic universities which sponsored a two - and- a-half
hour national teleconference fyi the Catholic Television
Network of America on "Hispanics in the Church."23

Boston College last June sponsored a Conference on Re-
ligious Life in the United States attended by seventeen
bishops. At the other end of the continent, the University
of San Francisco sponsored a conference on Religious Life
in the American Church and its relationships with Rome,
which featured an address by Archbishop John Quinn and
representatives of five different religious orders.2°

These sorts of examples could be multiplied a hundred,.
d. Everywh4e on the Catholic campuses with whichI

am familiar I see our institutions Working closely with the
hierarchy and other institutions of the Churchnot solely
in our national society, but disproportionately listening to
the official statements of Church leaders from papal to pas-
toral letters, and regularly exhibiting esteem for the
hierarchy.

In denying Margaret Thatcher her honorary degree, the
300 dons of Oxford, termed its honorary degree "its highest
token of approval."" have myself been present within the
last eight months at the preseritation of two honorary
degreevife Jesuit colleges to Archbishop O'Connor of
New Yo . A review of the Higher Education Report of the
Associatibn of Jesuit Colleges and Universities indicates
that in the last two academic years eleven cardinals, arch-
bishops, and bishops have receivedt degrcIts from a dozen
different Jesuit colleges.28 There have been several dozen
other clerics and religious awarded degrees over the same
period. One assumes the same situatiolpertains to other.
Catholic colleges.

Beyond this superficial sign of collaboration, I have also
been impressed by the attention being given to the bishops

-
21 Association of Jesuit Colleges and d.huversans (hereafter

Higher Education Report (Washington/ DC), vol. 8, No. 6 (Februarys
1983), p. 4. 4 rr

22 Ibid., p. 5.
" Ibid., p. 7.
24 Ibid., vol. 8, no. 4 (December 1984) p. 15.
y Ibid., vol. 8, no. 3 (November 1984), p. 4.4
26 Ibid,, vol. 8, no. 1 (Seistember 1984), p. 3,
21 Washington Post, January 30;4985, p. A 13.
25 Specifically. Bishops Hayes (Loyola, Chicago). Fitzsimons

(Rockhurst), Dating(avier), Szoka (Detroit), StallivaniRockhurst);
Archbishops O'Connor (Scranton, Fordham), Law (Boston College),
May (St. Louis); Cardinals Krol (Wherlirl): Dearden,(Wheeling), and t
Bemardin (Holy Cross).
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recent .pastoral letters on War and Peace and on the
Economy. This has been discussed on my own campus at a
number of meetings in the currentacademic year one led
by 'the bishop of Scranton, one led by the president of
Fordharn University, oqe by a member of our own theol-
ogy department, others in on-going campus organizations.
Agairi, a review of AJCU's Higher Education Report in-
dicates the same serious attention is being paid on all the
Jesuit campuses and the newsletter of the Association of
Catholic Colleges and Universities (Update) indiates the
same is true nationally in virtually all Catholic colleges.29
Again, this is not to suggest that all faculty or students in all
institutions will agree with all episcopal statementspar-
ticularly as these merge into the merely politicalbut there
can be no doubt that these documents receive a serious and
attentive hearing. -1

There are other outstanding examples of service to the
institutional Church on the par. of Catholic universities
that might be cited: Niagara University's masters program
in Thomistic philosophy; St. Bonaventure University's
masters program in Franciscan Studies; and Villanova Uni-
versity's masters program in Augustinian Studies are ex-
amples-of outstanding efforts to continue Catholic intellec-
tual eraelitiohs that might otherwise not be maintained.
There is Villanova's extraordinary policy of charging only
one-half tuition for graduate courses in theology and
religious studies as a meaningful sign of its commitment to
the importance oflheology in its institutional mission and
in its service to the Church. Alain, many other examples
from all our schools could be cited.

Institutional Ethos
Finally, I would say a few words on the Catholic in-

stitutional ethos which one finds on virtually all our cam-
puses. I would note that'we live in secular age and one in
many respects profoundly indifferent and even hostile to
the traditional valuesif the Church andlits people. Our
work, like themork of the Church itself, has to be viewed
within this context.

To explain what I an by a Catholiainstitutional ethos,
let me again use my own institution as the case I know best.
On the first day of freshman orientationby design either
a Sa+rday or Sundaya formal Mass for the incoming
freshmen and their parents is celebrated by the president of
the University which meets with- nearly universal atten-
dance on the part of-students and most of their families.
Also as part of the Freshman Orientation's first night, after
the president of the University addresses the students, the
director of campus ministry speaks at length about the
religious nature of the-institution and the role of campus
ministry. Two weeks later a formal Mass of the Holy Spirit
for students and faculty is celebrated with attendance in
the hundreds.

One notes that a Mass of the Holy Spirit is held at the
same time at St. Peter's College, and that All Saints Day,

29 See inter alia, AJCU Higher Education Report, vol. E, no. 6 (February
1965), p. 7; and A CCU Update. (Washington, DC), Vol. X11, No. 3
(December 31,1964), p. 3-4.

Holy Week, and Ascension Thursday are listed as official
college holidays. In fine medieval fashion, St. Peter's even
celebratesMichaelmas with an honors convocation. Cald-
well College, in the Dominican mode, still Celebrates St.
Thomas Day. '

At Scranton eacti of the four undergraduate classes an-,1
nually holds a Parents' Day which includes a Mass. There
are pre-Thanksgiving, pre-Christmas and Palm Sunday
Masses, e'kh of which is attended by over 500 students.
The tradition of the baccalaureate Mass flourishgs. There
are four daily liturgies and on the weekend seven liturgies
in all, five in the-major chapel and two in dorinitories.
Regular census count indicates that these are attended by
some 1200 of the 1800 resident students. When one reflects
that 15% of the student bodf is non-Catholic and that a
number of the resident students return home for the
weekend, one concludes that the percentage'of non-
attendees is dramatically below that of the typical parish.

. Training foe, the parish ministry is in facran impprtant
element of the Scranton campus ministry,4nvolving over
200 students a year.,Sixty musicians, including 23 instnt-
mentalistsAare involved in campus ministry programs. ,

In 1983-84 there were 26 weekend retreatsone on
every weekend of the school yearattended by 556
students and faculty. There were also 35 Evenings of Recol-
lection with approximately 700 in attendarice.3°

When one consi rs that all of this attendance at liturgies
and retreats a voluntary basis, the religious institu-
tional ethos that ou and I experienced perhaps a quarter
century ago see reasonably intact.

While the above is said oUthe institutional ethos at the
University of Scranton, r presume that as,much mutatis
mutandis can be said of Caldwell College or St. Peter's Col-
lege. Again, I would answer that Catholic colleges are in-
deed Catholic.

Religious historian Lawrence Cunningham has called
this an Age of Ecclesial Turmoil. He writes of the Church as
a whole but' would apply his comments to our Catholic
collegis in particelate

The temptation~ of course, 14 to "vote with one's feet"
and opt out of a confused Aid confusing institution.
Many have that option in our time and many.
have None so in good faith. However, if the Catholic
tradition is a community in time and space seeking to be
faithful_ to the Gospel, we .also_ need to-remember that
the Church has passed-through crises before. _Perhaps
the best we can do is to try to emulate the example of

4 that-paradigmatic modem Simone Well who described
her spiritual strategy as being that of "waiting in pa-
tien ." Waiting in community is. an act of faith in a
co unity which has nourished the believer just- as
aurel as the believer has created the ctmmunity.31

Catholic lieges continue to be our best hope in the
conservation, 'on, and development of the
Catholic tradition.

Sat 196344 Annual Report of Campus Ministry, University of Scranton,
p. 18.

31 Lawrence S. Cunningham, The Catholic Heritage (New York: Cross-
. road, 1965), p.:216.
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Address tOthe National Catholic Student Coalition
_

Joseph'eardinall3emardin
tl

My dear brothers and.sisters in the Lord!
"The Year of the Yuppie"rso declares the title of the

lead article in the December 31, 1984 issue of Newsweek.
The young urban professionals, we are told, are "making
lots of money and spending it conspicuously." Their lives
are turned inward on themselveson their careers and
condos, their physical fitness and their favorite g1urmet
food. "You can have it all now!" is their credijawever,
they do have'one problem: they become bored easily!

Is that to be your fate? Are you destined or ditermined
to become the next Yuppies? Frankly, I've come to Florida
to recommend an alterdative. I've come to Miaminot to
escape the wintry weather of Chicago, but to shut my
dreams and my vision with you.

We meetat an auspicious time. We are approaching the
end of the century and the beginning of anotherthe close
of one millennium and the opening of another! We are
meeting during the first week of the United Nations' Inter-
national Youth Year. This is a special time in your lives, a
special tirnqin human history. Pope John Paul II underliri-
edits significance a few days ago in his World Day of Peace

' Message, where he pointed out that,"the future far into tA
next century lies in your hands. The future of peace lies in
.your hearts." You are the youth of today, but the leaders
4of- tomorrow. .

I have come to this conference to encourage and chal-
, lenge you to prepare for the next century, the beginning of

a new mille nium. I have come as a pastor to explore with
* you the Ch h's social imperative and its implications for

your lives.
It's true: tl #re is something, intensely personal about

-religion. It, involves our particular relationship with God.
But religion is not merely, an internal, personal, private af-
fair. good relationship with God also means having a
good relationship with our brothers and sisters throughout
the world. Thetfirst epistle of John,puts it rather directly,
even bluntly: "One whcfhas no love for the brother he has
seen cannot love the God he has not seen. The command-
ment we have from (Jesus) isthis: whoever loves God must
also love his Brother" (1 in 4:20-21).

Joseph Cardinal Bernardin is the Archbishop of Chicago.
His address was presented at the First National Meeting of
The National Catholic Student Coalition, January 5,
1985,,-at St. Thomas of Villanova University in Miami,
Florida. 1'

4,

This iswhy the Church roughout the centuries has ad-
dressed pertinent social ues of the daynot from
political, economic or technological viewpoints, but from
moral and religious perspectives.

What is our world like today? How is it changing? What
are the social issues of our day? Let me 'share just a few facts
with you to provide a context for my reflections. Woad
population is growing at an extraordinary rate. estimates
suggest that -there is a net gain in human population of
82,000,000 peopleeach year. This means that the world
population increases at the rate of two Chicagos or more
than twenty Miathis each month! What is striking about
this population increase is the worldwide shift from rural to
urban settings. People are moving to large cities in un-
precedented numbers.

The implications of this rapid grow4it of population and
move to cities as well as theieunpact on the effective use of
limited global resources are simply overwhelming. Not on-
ly are the world's resources limited, they are often not
found where they are /keeled. Developing countries and
their rapidly expanding cities often lack minimum` housing
as well as food production and distributiorisystems. They
frequently laclZ basic sanitary conditions; and this, in turn,
increases the potential for the spread of disease. For exam-
ple, Jakarta, Indonesia, a city of 7,000,000people, does not
have a sewer system.

Many of these countries and cities simply cannot afford
the developrne

an
t of the extensive human services which

they need, d eir economies grow more precarious each
year. In Mexico City, about 1,000,000 teenagers 'enter the
;ob market each year, but, for many of them, there is little
or nO opportunity for employment.

In short,,,cothpetition for scarce resources will continue
to'increase in the next decade, a situation which readily
breeds conflict and chaos, with devAstating effects on the

elives of many people. The facts suggest that, if you are
aware of what is happening in our world, you can scarcely
afford to be bored!

Individuals, institutions and governments friquentlyK
make important -- decisions which affect human livesfor
example, with regard to distribution to the earth's
resources, scientific %search, and the application of
technology. Increasingly, voices echoing the concepts of
philosophers and the concerns of orcllnary people say that
the distinctive mark of human- genius is to order every
aspect of contemporary life in light of a moral union. A
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moral vision seeks to direct the resources of polities,
economics, science and technology to the welfare of the
human person and the human community.

Let me illustrate this with an example..Perhaps the most
significant factor we have to face in our scientific and tech-
nological age is that, for the first time in human_ history, we
have the power to destroy ourselves and our world. Forty
years ago the German theologian Romano Guafdini wrote
that the predominant moral issue of the twentieth century
would be whether we could develop the moral capacity to
control the power we have created.

That, moral issue still confronts us today with increasing
urgency as we approach the twenty-first century. The cen-
tral moral and political truth of the nuclear age is this: If
nuclear weapons are used, we will all lose. There will beno
victors, only the vanquished. There will be no carculations,
of costs and benefits because the costs will run beyond our
ability to calculate.

A directing moral vision is needed to bring the technolo-
gy of the arms race to its appropriate subordinate role. On-
ly people, however, possess moral vision. Andso our hope
for the future is rooted in people who can express such? vi-
sion and in those who are willing to implement it. On

'January 7, 1985, Secretary of State Schultz and Soviet.
Foreign Minister Gromyko will meet in Geneva to resume',
negotiations on arms limitations. May they bring to the
bargaining table the kind of vision and determination need-
ed to help us take the first step toward mutual disarmament
and -a world free from the threat of nuclear war. They can
bring those qualities to the negotiations, now and in the
future, only if the citizens of both nations-have the vision
and the will needed for peace.

I woulchlike to reflect briefly on some bas* iples of
Catholic social, teaching and lin the betleen the
various social issues which impact on hum life today.

ligious values include recognition o he dignity and
rthcof all people under God and the responsibilities of a
ial morality which flow from this belief. Catholic social
trine is based on two truths about every human person:

human life is both sacred and social. Because we esteem
human life as sacred, we -Have a dety to protect and foster it
at all stages of develo*ent Ervin conception to death and -

in all circtrihstances! Bicause weacknowledge that human
life is also social, we must develop the kind of societal en-
virbnetent which protects and fosters its development.

During the past year, I have found it helpful to use, as A
framework for approaching various social issues, a corn- .

, prehensive moral vision which I call a "consistent ethic" of
life. It has been popularly referred to as a "seamless
garment'.

My point of departure was the U.S. bishope-pastorallet-
ter, She Challenge of Peace. The central idea in the letter is
the sacredness of human life and the responsibility we
have, personally and socially, to protect and preserve the
sanctity of life. Precisely because life is sacred, the taking of
even one human life is a momentous event. While the
Presumption of traditional Catholic teaching has always
been againSt taking huMan life, it has allowethe taking of
human ,life in particular situations by way of exeep-

:

tionfor example, inself-defense and capital punishment.
In recent decades, however, the presumption against tak-
inkhumanlife has been strengthened and the exceptions
m?cle ever more restrictive. A

.fundamental to -this shift in emphasis is a more acute
.perception of the many ways in which life 4.-threatenect to-
day. Obviously such, questions as war, aggression and
capital punishment have been with us for centuries. They
are not new to us. What is new is the context in which these
ancient questions arise. What is also new is the way in 4

which a new context shapes the content of our ethic of life.
The most important fact of our culture, which makes us

keenly aware of the fragility of human life, is our tech-
nology. To live in an age of careening technological devel-
opment means that we face a qualitatively new range of
moral problems. War has been a perennial threat to human
life, but today, the threat is qualitatively different due to
nuclear weapons. We now threaten lifeonA scale previous-
ly unimaginable. With regard to medicine, from the begin-
ning of life to its decline, -a rapidly expanding technology
opens new 'opportunities for caring, bet also poses -new
potential for threatening human life. I am referring to ways
of terminating a pregnancy and of hastening the death of
the elderly or disabled..

This challenge of technology has been a pervasive con-
cern of Pople John Paul II throughout his pontificate. In his
address to the Pontifical Academy:- of 'Science in
November, 1983, he called scientists to direct their work
toward the promotion of life, -.not the creation of instru-
ments of death. The essential question in the technological'
challenge is this: In an age, when we can do almost
anything, 'how do we decide what we ought to do? The
even more demanding question is: In A time when we can
do anything technologically, how do we decide morally
what we never should do? -

creates
Asking' these questions along the fromalam of life fm

conception to death creates the need for consistent ethic
of life, for the spectrum of life cuts across the issues of
genetics, abortion, capital 'punishment, modern warfare
and care of the terminally ill. Admittedly, these are all
distinct problems, enormously complicated, and deserving
individeal treatment. No single answer and no simple
responke will solve them. However, as we face new tech-
nological challenges in each of these areas, these challenges
cry out for a consistent ethic of life. . te

Such an ethic will have to be finely honed, carefully
thought out and prudently applied to specific cases. That is
not my task this afternoon. But! Jo want to highlight a
basic issue: we need to develop ,a respect co( life in our
society in order to protect and enhance it. The develop-
ment of such an atmosphere has been the primary concern
of the Respect,Pfeisrogrrm of the U.S. bishops. ilVilktend
our opposition to nuclear war, as well as our position on
otherlife issuesincluding povertyto be seen as specific
applicatiions of this broader attitude.

The purpose of proposing a consistent ethic of life is to
argue that success on any one of the issues threatening life
requires a concern for the broader attitude in society about
respect for human life. Attitude is the place to root an ethic
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of life. Change of attitude, in turn, can lead to chatige Of
policies and practices in-our soCieti.

What I am suggesting is that, when human life under_
any circumstances is-mot held as, sacred in a society, all
human life in that society is threatened. When it is held as
sacred in all circumstances, all:human lifeis protected.
- We can pursue a consistent ethic further. Besides life

threatening,isiues, there are also life-diminishing issues,
such as prostitution, pornography, sexism° and racism.
There are so many ways of putting people down because of
their race, religion, sere or sexual orientation. Again, each
of these is a distinciproblern, enormously complex, wor-
thy of individual attention and action-Nonetheless, under-
standing that they all contribute in some way to a diminish-
ment of human dignity provides a 'theological foundation
for more specific reflection and coperite action.

, Each human person is a piradox. Each of us has the
capacity for seeking and expresSing what is true, good and
beautiful. Each of us also _has the:potential for embracing
what is false, evil arid, ugly. We can love and we can hate.
We can serve and we can dominate: We can respect and we
can diminish. We can protect human life and we can
threaten it.

When I say "we," 1 do not mean simply each of us acting
on' his. or her, own. Ilalso include our local communities,
our nation, our entire society. Every social system Easter
West, North or Southshould be judged by the way in
which it reverences or fails .to reverence the unique and
equal dignity of every person. In other words, our concern
is notsimPly human rights but also the common good. -In-
dividual rights are to contribute to the good of society, not
infringe upon other people's legitimate rights.

I fully realize,that it is not necessary or possible for each
of us to engage in every issue, but it is both poisible-and
necessary for the Churcheas a whole to cialtivate'a con-
scious, explicit tonnection among the several issues. At the
same time, although no One is called to do everything, each
of In can do something. Moreover, we can strive nob to
stand against each other when the proteCtion and the pro-
motion of human lifeare tat take.

You may well be asking yourselves at this point: but,
what can I do? There are many things each of you can do,
but I would like to highlight two: contributing tq public
opinion and .serving your neighbor.

In the complexity or our world today, not everything
should be left to governments, even though it is impossible
to ignore the crucial role of the policies of government and
oiherniajor Social and economic institutions such as banks
and business corporations. Developing and implementing
a moral vision for this nation is a task for philosophers and
poets, for scientists and statesmen, for social workers and
civil servants, for liborers and lawyersin short, for-all
citizens. Our effective involi;ement in building a just and
Peaceful world will be measured by our ability to think in ,

terms of a guiding moral vision equal to the challenges of
the world as we know it today.

This is clearly the thinking of Pope John Paul II, who has
said: "Pe acs cannot be built by the power of rulers alone.
Peace can &e firmly constructed only if it correspor.ds to

th4 resolute determination Of all people of good will. Rulers
must be supported and' enlighten 'esi,,by a public opinion
that encourages them or, wherenecessary, expresses asap-

. proval" (World Day of Peace Message, 198Z.
In other words, public opinion playsboth a positiveand

a restraining role. At times, it should provide
nececsary but perhaps unpopular. initiatives, At other
times, public opinion should,platerimits In the direction of
policy. -

In our American society, individuals and groups are bee ,
to participate in any dimension of public,debate. This
is one Of the hallmarks of American dernocra4..HoWever,
individuals andgroups must also earn the rkeht tole heard
by the quality and consistency of their arguments.

It is cleat that public opinion is not always wise and well-
formed politically or ethically. As.I noteclearlier, theissues
are enormously complex. They require,. onsiderable study,
reflection and dialogue. You have the respon-
sibilitiesright now during your college yeart to develop
and articulate your system of C.ii-iStiart values, to become
familiar with the key issues, to examine -them in all.their
complexity and nuance,, and to begin-to address them now
and into the future. -

You have many available resources for this-task. You
have one another, your learned profesSork ,your dedicated
campus ministers, all of whom can support,, eficour4e and
guide your study and articulation of values. You also have
access to the teaching of the Church, which spans two
Millennia and today also reflects thethinkirig of local-Chur-
ches througliou't, the entire world. As Catholiies, we enter
the public policy debate with a long and detailed tradition
of moral analysis. Because 14e are a universal Church, we

, also have access to valuable perspectives about social issues
from our Catholic brothers and sisters throughout the
world, Froln therh we canlearn the impact of our goyern-
ment's foreign policies, as well as business and trade
agreements and technological-applications.
Ale issues which threaten or diminish humandife are

manifold_ and complex; but we need-not be discouraged.
The challenge is enormous, but we are capable of meeting
it. As Pope John Paul_ II said to young people recently:
'The time we are living in is not just a period of danger and
worry. It is an hour for hope...The present difficulties arein<really a test of our hu y. They can be turning points
on the road to lasting pe for they kindle the boldest
dreams and unleash the best energies of-mind and heart"
(World Day of Peace Message, 1985Y.

These words are not simply wishful thinking or the
chanting of slogans. The fundamental reason for such deep
hope is that God is close to the world. The world is not_ore
ly the product of God's creative work, it is also the object
of His hive. He is not indifferent -ty,shat happens to us.
During this Christmas _season, we-ceiebrate the-birth of
Er'nmanuel,tod-is-with-u-s. '

Faith in God leads to faith in the human person. If we
acknowledge God as ator, we areled directly to rever-
ence the pinnacle of G ' creative work, the human per-
son. Every person of eve culture reflects the wonder of
God. We are made in His image and likeness.

_
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If we are to have hope irrthe task before us of building a
peaceful world, we inust have confidence in the God-given
genius of the human spirit. The astounding beauty of
physial creation pales before the wonder of human

. As free, thinking people we inherit the world
surd its histOry as raw material which we can shape anew in
each generation. There are many constraints our activi-
ty, rooted in the events of thepast and the realities of the
present, but none of_ this can suppress the potential of
Iiiiman intelligence, individually or collectively, to shape a
better future. -.. In. short, pur effective involvement in
building a peaceful world will be measured in part by the
possibilities we believe are open before us and our capacity
to be creative.

Besides creativity, we need compassion in serving our
neighbor. A couple of weeks ago I visited a ouse of
Prayer in Chicago.. Each month a number of religious and
lay women meet there to discuss their work, mpstly in
poorer paiishesin the city. I had been invitedprimarily to
listen. I heard about visits to the sick and elderly, food pan-
tries, counseling of battered women, preparation for

.liturgies, and so many more ways of ministering. It was ob-
vious tome that these women are happy and enthusiastic
about their work. They have strong convictions. Each had
a story or two.to tell about how.she was able to help
someone in material or spiritual distressand how, in the
process, she hersei was encouraged, strengthened and
enriched.

I left that House of Prayer humbled and encouraged. I
was humbled because. so often the spotlight is on me, as
archbishop, and others who have highly visible leadership
positions. But our leadership would be dry bones without
the flesh and blood i.rovided by the many people who
silently and without fanfare continue the Load's work in
season and out of season --

I was enco 'because the stories of these women
bolstere my own faith and renewed my hope. I left them

`

eager to reaffirm my own commitment to the people
whom have been called to serve.

My young brothers and sisters, you will make decisions
which will affect family life in the next decade, You will'
make decisions which will affect the life of nations into. the
next century. Will you work for the common good of all?
Will you work for peace? Will you work to diminish the
threat of nuclear war, to combat hunger and malnutrition,
to preserve the environment, to provide employment, to
free those oppressed politically and spiritually? Remember
the challenge of Pope John Paul II to you. "The future far
into the next ..entury lies in your hands. The future of
peace lies in your hearts."

This is International Youth Year. I clearly prefer to think
of it in this way rather than as the "Year of the Yuppie." I'm
not suggesting that you shun excellence in your careers or
that you avoid making money. I'm offering an alternative
to being bored, an option to being merely trendy. The
world in which we livethe times in which we liveare
challenging! They are exciting!

The producers of Michelob Light beer suggest that "You
can have it all!" I assert that who you are is far more impor-.
tant to you and to your neighbor than what you have
unless what you have is care for your brothers and sisters,
an attitude of generosity and service, and the willingness to
help develop and implement a moral vision for the human
family.

I am not going to deliver this challenge to you and then
simply abandon you for another speech or public appear-
ance. I hope that you will understand my presence among
you at this first national conference as a sign of my respect,
esteem and affection for you.

More than that, I am hereto assure you that you will not
walk alone. Mani others will join your pilgrimage and
share your efforts to build a new world. In the days and
years ahead, God willing, I will walk at your side as your
brother. I will support you and challenge you. Lwill con-
tinue to share my dreams and vision with you and listen to
yours. I will do what I can to help you as, together and
with God's help, we work to build a New Creation!
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